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ABSTRACT
Several key, open questions in astrophysics can be tackled by searching for and
mining large datasets for transient phenomena. The evolution of massive stars and
compact objects can be studied over cosmic time by identifying supernovae (SNe) and
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) in other galaxies and determining their redshifts. Modeling
GRBs and their afterglows to probe the jets of GRBs can shed light on the emission
mechanism, rate, and energetics of these events.
In Chapter 1, I discuss the current state of astronomical transient study, including
sources of interest, instrumentation, and data reduction techniques, with a focus
on work in the infrared. In Chapter 2, I present original work published in the
Proceedings of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, testing InGaAs infrared
detectors for astronomical use (Strausbaugh, Jackson, and Butler 2018); highlights of
this work include observing the exoplanet transit of HD189773B, and detecting the
nearby supernova SN2016adj with an InGaAs detector mounted on a small telescope
at ASU. In Chapter 3, I discuss my work on GRB jets published in the Astrophysical
Journal Letters, highlighting the interesting case of GRB 160625B (Strausbaugh et al.
2019), where I interpret a late-time bump in the GRB afterglow lightcurve as evidence
for a bright-edged jet. In Chapter 4, I present a look back at previous years of
RATIR (Re-ionization And Transient Infra-Red Camera) data, with an emphasis on
the efficiency of following up GRBs detected by the Fermi Space Telescope, before
some final remarks and brief discussion of future work in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Transient phenomena offer unique ways to study topics ranging from planetary
formation, to the life cycles of stars, and beyond, to the evolution of the universe. As
the natural end to the life cycle of massive stars, supernovae (SNe) and gamma-ray
bursts (GRBs) can tell us about stellar evolution, and the progenitors of these events.
Observing and modeling GRBs and their afterglows can shed light on the emission
mechanism, rate, and energetics of these events. Transient phenomena are set to
become even more important with the recent detection of gravitational waves. Different
transient phenomena can be used as a confirmation for the progenitor of gravitational
waves; each of supernovae, GRBs, or kilonovae can be useful in this respect. In the
realm of planetary science, exoplanet transits are an interesting transient phenomenon
with unique insights into stellar and planetary system formation, and offer an avenue
towards finding the signs of life on other planets. Studying transient sources in the
infrared (IR) offers unique advantages over other wavelengths.
In this introduction I will discuss various transient phenomena, including GRBs,
SNe, kilonovae, and exoplanet transits, particularly focusing on those sources that will
appear in later chapters. I will then describe the instrumentation used to study these
phenomena, in particular the Re-ionization and Transients InfraRed camera (RATIR)
and several small telescopes at ASU. An emphasis will be placed on the benefits of
studying transient phenomena in the IR and the challenges in instrumentation working
in this regime. Finally, I will discuss current and future data analysis software and
techniques that are used to identify and study transient sources.
1
1.1 Transient Phenomena
While on the main sequence, a star’s brightness remains fairly constant for the
majority of its life. A sudden or periodic change in brightness is indicative of interesting
physics. These changes could be intrinsic to the star itself, or caused by its environment
(extrinsic).
Intrinsic changes to a star can happen naturally due to its life cycle. The violent
deaths of massive stars result in some of the biggest explosions in the universe. These
explosions can be detected as supernovae and/or GRBs depending on the orientation
of the observer and the source.
Certain variable stars exhibit changes in brightness throughout their life cycles.
As stars age, outer layers of the stellar atmosphere may be expelled from the star.
These stars can then pulsate, due to changes in the opacity of different layers, or due
to the radius of the star expanding and contracting.
Companions in a binary system can be responsible for novae, supernovae, and
GRBs as an example of extrinsic transients. Type Ia supernovae, used as standard
candles in cosmology, are caused by accretion from a companion star onto a white
dwarf. Short duration GRBs can be generated by the collision of two dense objects,
such as binary neutron stars, or neutron star-black hole pair. These compact object
mergers (COMs) are interesting for their generation of gravitational waves, in addition
to the electromagnetic signal from a GRB.
Another example of extrinsic transient phenomena caused by a companion is an
exoplanet transit. With the correct geometric orientation, an exoplanet can pass in
front of its host star. With the exoplanet between its host star and the Earth, the
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brightness of the star will decrease, by an amount proportional to the ratio of the
star’s surface area to the planet’s surface area.
Transient phenomena can shed light on important open questions in physics. As the
natural end to the life cycle of massive stars, SNe and GRBs can tell us about stellar
evolution, and the progenitors of these events (e.g., Hirschi, Meynet, and Maeder
2005). Studying SNe and GRBs can help in determining what type of galaxies their
progenitors are located in (Sullivan et al. 2010; Perley et al. 2016; Berger 2009) and at
what redshifts (e.g., Le and Mehta 2017). GRBs provide information about their host
galaxies and the environments of the interstellar and intergalactic mediums (e.g., Chen,
Prochaska, and Bloom 2006). We can detect GRBs at high red-shifts due to their
intrinsic brightness, making them useful probes of the early universe (van Paradijs
et al. 1997), especially the epoch of re-ionization (e.g., Ghirlanda, Ghisellini, and
Firmani 2006). Transient phenomena are also important as possible electromagnetic
counterparts to gravitational waves (e.g., Abbott et al. 2017c).
1.1.1 Gamma-ray Bursts
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most violent and energetic explosions in the
universe, characterized by the large amount of gamma ray radiation produced. Due
to their high energies, GRBs are some of the most distant objects detected in the
universe, can be used to study the first generation of stars, and probe the epoch of
re-ionization.
GRBs were initially discovered by Klebesadel, Strong, and Olson 1973, who
stumbled upon them while using Vela satellites to ensure countries were complying
with a nuclear weapons testing ban. Much later, they were determined to be of
3
cosmological origin after the discovery of their afterglows (e.g., van Paradijs et al.
1997; Gehrels et al. 2005).
GRBs were first divided into two categories based on the duration of the emission
of gamma-rays (prompt emission), as shown in Figure 1: short bursts, where the
prompt emission lasts less than two seconds, and long bursts, lasting more than two
seconds (e.g., Kouveliotou et al. 1993). We now think that these two types of GRBs
have different progenitors. Short-hard GRBs (SHBs,sGRBs) are formed during COMs,
such as two neutron stars, or a neutron star and a black hole (e.g., Belczynski et al.
2006; Nakar 2007). sGRBs are important to the field of gravitational wave (GW)
astronomy, as COMs are a strong source of GWs. The progenitors of long-duration
GRBs are massive stars at the end of their life cycle; during the violent deaths of
massive stars, SNe and GRBs can form (e.g., Woosley 1993; Stanek et al. 2003; Hjorth
et al. 2003; Matheson et al. 2003; Hjorth and Bloom 2012); a supernova is not always
associated with a GRB, due to the beaming of GRB jets into very narrow angles
(Paczynski and Rhoads 1993).
1.1.1.1 Prompt Emission and Jetting
Regardless of progenitor, GRB energy release during the prompt emission occurs
when material is ejected outward at relativistic speeds in highly collimated jets (e.g.,
Paczynski and Rhoads 1993; Rhoads 1997). The material is not all ejected at once,
with shells of material being expelled at various Lorentz factors at different times.
The shells of material moving at different speeds can collide; the collision of these
relativistic shells of material are called the internal shock (IS) (e.g., Rees and Meszaros
1994). The interaction of the relativistic shells of material causes acceleration of
4
Figure 1. Bimodal distribution of GRB prompt emission durations.
The bimodal distribution of the duration of the prompt emission of GRBs studied by
BATSE, showing one population of bursts lasting less than 2 seconds (sGRBs), and
another larger population lasting longer than 2 seconds (long GRBs). It should be
noted that the 2 second threshold is a rule of thumb, and that there is a population
of sGRBs that have a prompt emission slightly longer than two seconds. Image
adopted from Nakar 2007. GRBs studied with Swift show a similar relationship (e.g.,
Zhang and Choi 2008; Gomboc and Kopac 2010).
charged particles within the shell, leading to the emission of γ-rays. The prompt
emission from a GRB is caused by the IS which emits gamma-ray radiation through
synchrotron emission (Meszaros, Rees, and Papathanassiou 1994).
The source of the highly collimated relativistic jets emanating from GRBs is not
well understood. Studying GRB jets, and especially their polarization (e.g., Troja
5
Figure 2. At the end of a massive star’s life, a GRB can be formed. Following
collapse, charged particles are ejected, as shells of material, into narrow jets moving
at relativistic speeds. Different shells can be emitted at different velocities; these
shells of material can collide, and it is this interaction that creates the emission of γ
radiation during the prompt emission phase. The interaction of the shells with an
external medium generates an afterglow, visible across a wide range of wavelengths.
Image adopted from NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center website1.
et al. 2017), can describe the magnetic fields around the central engines that could be
the source of the collimated outflows (e.g., Piran 2005).
The rate of GRBs is dependent upon the nature of the jet (e.g., Rhoads 1999), as
the prompt emission of γ-rays is only detected if Earth is within the opening angle of
the jet. The sGRB rate is expected to follow the formation of compact object binaries
(e.g., Narayan, Piran, and Shemi 1991; Coward et al. 2012; Nakar 2007), and as such
is expected to be delayed when compared to the star formation rate (e.g., Guetta, D.
and Piran, T. 2006; Nakar 2007). The supernova rate is about 1000 times greater
1https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/nasas-swift-spots-its-thousandth-gamma-ray-burst
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than that for long GRBs due to the jetted nature of the latter’s emission (e.g Yoon,
Langer, and Norman 2006; Guetta, Piran, and Waxman 2005; Priddey et al. 2007).
Understanding GRB jets will help determine their energetics (i.e. the isotropic
energy (Eiso) versus the collimated energy Freedman and Waxman 2001; Wygoda et al.
2016; Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999; Kocevski and Butler 2008; Ghirlanda, Ghisellini,
and Lazzati 2004; Ghirlanda et al. 2013; Amati, L. et al. 2002).
The energy and velocity structure of GRB jets has been previously explored (e.g.,
Granot and Kumar 2003; Rossi et al. 2002; Kumar and Granot 2003; Lipunov, Postnov,
and Prokhorov 2001), and is a main focus of Chapter 3.
At ignition, the central part of the jet is causally disconnected from the outer
regions of the jet. Over time, these regions will become causally connected, at which
point information about the lack of pressure at the jet edge can reach the center;
the jet can then potentially begin spreading laterally outward (see, e.g., Wygoda,
Waxman, and Frail 2011; Eerten and MacFadyen 2012; Granot and Piran 2012). If
the jet spreads, it can effectively halt the blast wave expansion and further decrease
the afterglow flux (Rhoads 1999; Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999; Granot et al. 2001;
Wygoda, Waxman, and Frail 2011). Hydrodynamical processes that potentially lead
to a spreading jet are explored in e.g., Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999; Granot et al.
2001; Mao and Wang 2001; Zhang et al. 2006.
Due to the finite travel time of light, the synchrotron emission from material in
the part of the jet closest to the observer is visible before the rest of the jet. As time
passes, more of the jet becomes visible to the observer (e.g., Rhoads 1999). This
relativistic effect occurs simultaneously to the widening of the jet angle.
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1.1.1.2 Gamma-ray Burst Afterglows
It is not only the initial wave of gamma rays in the prompt emission that allow for
the study of GRBs. An afterglow caused by the interaction of relativistic outflow from
the burst interacting with the inter-stellar medium (ISM) or circum-burst medium
(CBM) can also be detected (e.g., van Eerten 2013); this external shock (ES) produces
a forward shock (FS) on the CBM and a reverse shock (RS) on the jet itself (e.g.,
Mészáros and Rees 1997). As in the case of prompt emission, the emission mechanism
for GRB afterglows is synchrotron radiation. GRB afterglows peak in the IR about
10 days after the prompt emission (Rau et al. 2004).
GRB afterglows are not as highly collimated as the prompt emission in γ-rays.
Therefore afterglows are detectable through a wider angle than the prompt emission.
An orphan afterglow (e.g., Totani and Panaitescu 2002) occurs when the afterglow is
detected, but the prompt emission is not; an orphan afterglow has been detected in
the radio (C. J. Law et al. 2018), and searches are ongoing for the first optical orphan
afterglows.
Following the prompt emission, different phenomena shape the light curve of a
GRB afterglow over time. At early times, the ES (FS and RS) creates a wide peak
in brightness before the afterglow slowly loses energy at later times. The afterglow
lightcurve behavior is modeled by a broken power law. The decreasing light curve
behavior is modeled by a power-law function, F ∝ t−α, where F is the flux, t is the
time since the burst, and α is the power-law index.
The relativistic nature of the GRB jet, as described in the Prompt Emission
and Jetting Section (1.1.1.1), will have consequences on the afterglow light curve.
Eventually, the entirety of the jet is visible to the observer, and the jet edges and
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center become causally connected; the confluence of these two events results in a sharp
decrease in the luminosity of the jet. This sharp decrease in luminosity is known as
the jet-break; the jet-break time can be used to determine the bulk Lorentz factor, Γ,
of the jet, and the jet opening angle, θj (e.g., Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999; Frail et al.
2001). Therefore, the late-time behavior of the light curve of a GRB afterglow will be
a superposition of these features: the overall decreasing trend as the afterglow loses
energy, and information about the jet structure, as more of the jet becomes visible.
To see, mathematically, the relativistic effects on jetting and GRB afterglows,
consider GRB photons emitted by shells, moving at velocity, v, with respect to an
observer located at a distance, D, from the GRB. The first photon is emitted at time,
t1, in the moving frame. It arrives at the observer at a later time, T1 = t1 +D/c. A
second photon is emitted at t2. It arrives at the observer at T2 = t2 +(D−v(t2−t1))/c,
because the shell has moved by distance v(t2 − t1) since t1.
Thus T2 − T1 = (t2 − t1) − vc (t2 − t1), or dT = dt(1 − β) ∼ dt/(2Γ2). Here,
Γ−2 ≈ (1 − β)(1 + β) ∼ 2(1 − β) in the limit where β ≈ 1 (see Equations B.9-B.11
for a detailed proof). The observer-frame time is compressed relative to the emitter
frame time; Γ is typically very large.
Thus, if we consider a blast wave expanding from radius 0 to radius R over an
observed time T, we have:
R = tc = 2Γ2Tc. (1.1)
This is how the observed size of the GRB is related to the observed time.
The blast wave has some kinetic energy, EK , some fraction η of which produces
γ-rays with energy Eiso. That kinetic energy moves outward as the blast wave expands,
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shocking up and heating the external medium. Shocks convert kinetic energy into
thermal energy, and the heated material radiates to produce the afterglow flux.
In the frame moving with the shock, if a mass of material M is swept up, the
energy is ΓMc2; this is converted to thermal energy. In the observer frame, the shock
is moving toward us such that the thermal energy is a factor of Γ larger, or Γ2Mc2.
We have:
M(T )Γ2c2 =
Eiso
η
(1.2)
Assuming a circum-burst density that is constant in time, ρ = mHn, where mH
and n are the mass and number density of hydrogen atoms, respectively, we have:
4
3
piR3mHnΓ
2c2 =
Eiso
η
(1.3)
And, plugging in R = 2Γ2Tc. from Equation 1.1, we have:
Γ =
(
3Eiso
32piηmHnc5
)1/8
T−3/8. (1.4)
Due to relativistic effects, only an angle θ = 1/Γ of the jet can be observed. As Γ
decreases (the blast wave decelerates), more of the jet becomes visible. Eventually,
the viewing angle reaches the edge of the GRB jet (i.e. θjet ∼ 1/Γ). Here, 1/θjet =
Γ(Tjet) =
(
3Eiso
32piηmHnc5
)1/8
T−3/8.
Including the redshift, an observed jet break at time Tjet would predict a full jet
opening angle of
θjet =
(
3Eiso
32piηmHnc5
)−1/8(
Tjet
1 + z
)3/8
radians. (1.5)
The preceding derivation follows from Frail et al. 2001. In Strausbaugh et al. 2019,
Chapter 3, we make use of Equation 1.5 and explore the effects of relativistic beaming
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on the afterglow of GRB 160625B, which exhibits interesting phenomena around the
jet-break.
If the lightcurve was declining as T−α until the jet break time, Tjet, then it is
declining faster after the jet break as T−α (T/Tjet)−3/4 for T > Tjet. This is because
the observed flux is related to the average flux in the jet, f(θ), integrated over angle.
If the jet flux versus angle is constant (say 1), the flux averaged over angle will be
proportional to F (θ) = 2/θ2
∫
f(θ)θdθ = 1 as well. Once f(θ) goes to zero at the
edge of the jet, θjet, F (θ) = (θjet/θ)2. So, the flux starts do drop more rapidly by a
fraction (θjet/θ)2 = (Tjet/T )3/4. That is, the average flux per solid angle is no longer
growing as rapidly because there is no extra flux past the edge of the jet.
At early time, during the GRB prompt emission phase, the situation is somewhat
different. The GRB starts out with constant Γ = Γ0, which only begins declining after
the blast wave decelerates in time Td. This is the time at which the swept-up mass
energy first equals the burst kinetic energy, 4pi/3Γ20R3mHnc2 = Eiso/η, so
Td = (3Eiso/(32piηmHnc
5))1/3Γ
−8/3
0 . (1.6)
That time is typically several hundred seconds after the GRB, after which the
afterglow begins. The derivation above then becomes valid, with Γ = Γ0(T/Td)−3/8 =
Γ0T
3/8
d T
−3/8.
GRB afterglows can be used as probes of the ISM and inter-galactic medium
(IGM) (e.g., Chornock et al. 2013). GRB afterglows have a uniform and easy to
model power-law spectrum emitted via synchrotron emission over all wavelengths.
This known spectrum allows for the accurate determination of the redshift of GRB
afterglows (e.g., Krühler et al. 2011; Littlejohns et al. 2014); because synchrotron
emission covers all wavelengths, GRB afterglows are optically detectable at high
redshifts.
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Redshifts can be determined by looking for for the effects of the Lyman forest
(Lynds 1971) on the spectrum of the GRB afterglow. Ly-α is the transition of an
electron from the n=2 to the n=1 orbital (or n=1 to n=2 in the case of absorption) of
a hydrogen atom that emits (or absorbs) a photon with a wavelength of 121.567 nm
(e.g., Griffiths 2005). With the known spectra of a GRB afterglow as a reference, a
lack of emission at Ly-α wavelengths is indicative of absorption by intervening neutral
hydrogen in the ISM/IGM; a complete lack of emission at Ly-α wavelengths is called
the Gunn-Peterson absorption trough (Gunn and Peterson 1965). A lack of emission
at a certain wavelength λo (due to absorption by neutral hydrogen), is evidence of the
afterglow occurring at a redshift, z, where the rest wavelength, λr = 121.567 nm for the
Ly-α line, has been redshifted to the observed wavelength λo: λo = (1 + z) ∗ lambdar.
At high redshifts, Lyman-α (Ly-α) emissions and absorption will be shifted red-
wards, and at z > 5, will be shifted into near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths. If we
see emission from the GRB afterglow at Ly-α wavelengths, we can infer that the
ISM/IGM must be partly ionized (e.g., Chornock et al. 2013) at the redshift of the
GRB; if, however, afterglow emissions are missing, as in the case of a Gunn-Peterson
trough, we can infer that the ISM is not ionized. In this way, GRB afterglows can be
used to probe the Epoch of Re-ionization (EoR) and determine at what redshifts the
EoR starts and ends.
There are additional motivations for studying GRB afterglows in the IR. GRB
afterglows have their peak brightness in the IR, and last longer in this bandpass
(e.g., van Eerten 2013; Rau et al. 2004). Visible and ultraviolet (UV) light is heavily
attenuated by ISM/IGM dust; as such, targeting GRB afterglows in the IR can reduce
the detection rate of dark GRBs (GRBs with detected prompt emission, but no
optically detected afterglow, e.g., Greiner, J. et al. 2011).
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1.1.2 Supernovae
Supernovae are the calamitous explosions that can occur at the end of a stars life;
there are two different channels for the creation of a supernova: core collapse of a
massive star or accretion in a binary system.
Throughout the life cycle of a massive star (M>8 solar masses [M]), different
phases of nuclear reactions occur, from hydrogen, helium, carbon, neon, oxygen, and
finally silicon; silicon burning yields iron through a set of fusion reactions reliant on
photo-disintegration (e.g., Clayton 1983). The energy needed to initiate iron fusion
exceeds the energy released by the reaction. Therefrore, when the iron core exceeds
the Chandrasekhar limit, the star’s nuclear reactions are no longer enough to counter
the pull of gravity and the star undergoes a rapid gravitational collapse (e.g., Janka
et al. 2007).
Core collapse (Type II) supernovae are theorized to produce gravitational waves,
which have important implications in observational and theoretical physics (Logue
et al. 2012). Gravitational waves from a core collapse have not yet been detected, as
the SN must be very close by, or its signal will be too faint to detect with current
instruments.
Type Ia supernovae, caused by the accretion, above the Chandrasekhar limit, of
material from a companion star onto a white dwarf in a binary system, are more
uniform than supernovae formed by the collapse of massive stars. The Chandrasekhar
limit (Chandrasekhar 1934) is the well-defined point at which the electron degeneracy
pressure of a white dwarf can no longer support the mass of the accreting white dwarf;
this mass-limit (≈ 1.38 M) is responsible for Type Ia uniformity (Mazzali et al. 2007).
It should be noted that this definite limit applies only for canonical white dwarfs,
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and the effects of magnetic fields, white dwarf composition, and white dwarf binary
mergers can muddy the uniformity of Type Ia supernovae.
The accretion method of creating a supernova is promising from the standpoint of
devising a uniform cosmological standard candle. One way to constrain dark energy,
the unidentified 70% of the matter and energy density of the universe, is through the
establishment of a standard candle for cosmology. A standard candle is an object or
event that produces a consistent luminosity no matter where or when it occurs in the
universe, such as a type Ia supernova. Using type Ia supernovae as standard candles
the distance to the event can be determined by measuring its brightness; the spectra
of these supernovae can provide the relative velocities of these objects. Combining
the distances and relative velocities, reveals not only the expansion (Hubble 1929),
but the accelerated expansion of the universe (Riess et al. 1998).
While the light curves of supernovae studied in the optical can be normalized to
act as a standard candle, work in the IR shows more promise for uniformity (e.g.,
Friedman et al. 2015), because IR light is not as heavily attenuated by dust (e.g.,
Mandel, Narayan, and Kirshner 2011), and rest frame light curves of type Ia supernovae
are more uniform (e.g., Krisciunas, Phillips, and Suntzeff 2004; Wood-Vasey et al.
2008). Using both optical and IR data, magnitude errors for Type Ia supernovae can
be reduced by more than 25% (Mandel, Narayan, and Kirshner 2011).
1.1.3 Nucleosynthesis from Transient Sources
SNe (David and Clayton 1970; Hashimoto et al. 1996; Fuller and Meyer 1995) and
GRBs (Li and Paczyński 1998) have been theorized as the source of nuclei heavier
than iron in the universe. Light elements – hydrogen, helium, and lithium – are
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believed to have been created early in the universe during a process called Big Bang
nucleosynthesis (Alpher, Bethe, and Gamow 1948; Boesgaard and Steigman 1985;
Wagoner 1973); stellar nucleosynthesis, driven by nuclear reactions within stars, can
account for the creation of elements heavier than lithium, but less massive than iron
(Eddington 1920; Hoyle 1946, 1954; Burbidge et al. 1957; Clayton 1983). The origin
of the elements is traced out in Figure 3.
Figure 3. A periodic table that displays the cosmic origins of various elements.
Elements heavier than iron are created by transient phenomena (e.g. merging
neutron stars and exploding high mass stars can be observed as GRBs, and exploding
white dwarfs and exploding high mass stars result in SNe). Lighter elements are also
distributed throughout the universe during the explosive transient phenomena. Image
adopted from Wikipedia2.
2https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/Nucleosynthesis_periodic_table.svg
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1.1.4 Kilonovae
Compact object mergers involving neutron stars offer a unique channel for produc-
tion of an electromagnetic signal, separate from GRBs. Both neutron star-neutron
star (NS-NS) mergers and neutron star-black hole (NS-BH) mergers are capable of
ejecting the exotic, neutron-rich matter that a neutron star is composed of, into the
circum-burst medium at tremendous energies; neutron-rich matter is expelled during
the sGRB that occurs after a NS-NS merger (e.g., Li and Paczyński 1998), whereas
tidal disruption forces can rip apart and expel some neutron-rich matter during a
NS-BH merger (e.g., Rosswog 2005), before it has the chance to fall into the black
hole.
In either case, neutron-rich ejecta is expelled into the CBM and captured by
the atoms in the surrounding medium, leading to the formation of heavy, radioac-
tive elements by r-process nucleosynthesis (e.g., Lattimer and Schramm 1974, 1976;
Freiburghaus, Rosswog, and Thielemann 1999). These radioactive elements decay,
emitting light isotropically in a kilonova (e.g., Metzger et al. 2010), and have been
detected (Tanvir et al. 2013; Berger, Fong, and Chornock 2013).
The spatial uniformity of the kilonova electromagnetic signature has implications
for its use as an electromagnetic counterpart to gravitational waves, and allows for
the detection of compact object mergers where the beam of the GRB is not directed
towards the Earth. The radioactive decay that produces the kilonova can be detected
at its greatest intensity in the IR (Tanvir et al. 2013), and peaks in the first 1-4 days
after coalescence (e.g., Li and Paczyński 1998; Rosswog 2005; Piran et al. 2014), before
fading after 1-2 weeks (e.g., Tanvir et al. 2013; Berger, Fong, and Chornock 2013).
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1.1.5 Electromagnetic Counterparts to Gravitational Waves
The general theory of relativity, as posited by Einstein in the early 20th century,
predicted that space-time was a fabric which could be distorted by matter and energy;
the effects of gravity propagate on this space-time fabric like a wave. One hundred
years later, experimental science has detected the first gravitational waves, with aLIGO
ushering in a new era of astronomy (Abbott et al. 2016).
The first GW detection was followed not long after by the dual gravitational
wave-electromagnetic (GW-EM) counterpart detection (Abbott et al. 2017c; 2017b,
and references therein), starting an era of multi-messenger astronomy; following the
gravitational wave event, GW170817, a short duration GRB and a kilonova were
detected as EM counterparts. Using gravitational waves as triggers for electro-magnetic
counterpart follow-up, it has been shown that the progenitors of some short GRBs
are compact object mergers (e.g., Abbott et al. 2017b).
Determining the source of these gravitational waves is not easy, however. Surveys
seeking to detect gravitational waves have very poor spatial resolution; thousands of
possible candidates could lie within the 100s of square degrees in the aLIGO error
region (Golkhou et al. 2018). EM counterparts to GWs are important due to the poor
spatial resolution of interferometers like aLIGO and Virgo, can help determine the
progenitors of GWs, and provide more information about the host galaxy. Redshifts
determined from EM sources coupled with luminosity distances from GWs allow for
an independent measurement of the Hubble constant (e.g., Deffayet and Menou 2007;
Abbott et al. 2017a), used as a constraint on the amount of dark energy in the universe.
The detection of gravitational waves generated by a collapsar, creating both a SN and
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long GRB (e.g., Woosley 1993), could resolve the debate between different explosion
mechanisms (Summerscales et al. 2008; Powell et al. 2016).
Compact object mergers are expected to create the strongest GW signals, and
comprise the only GW signals detected so far. Binary black hole mergers are the
strongest sources of gravitational waves (e.g., Lipunov, Postnov, and Prokhorov 1997),
but are not expected to have a strong EM counterpart, if any at all, (e.g. Metzger
2017). There is speculation, however, that if enough mass is shed during the black
hole progenitor’s evolution, an accretion disk may be able to power an EM counterpart
in the event of a binary black hole merger (e.g., Mink and King 2017).
Binary neutron star or neutron star-black hole mergers create weaker GW events
due to the smaller system mass, but should have an EM counterpart: short GRBs
and their afterglows (e.g., Kochanek and Piran 1993), orphan afterglows (e.g., Totani
and Panaitescu 2002), or kilonovae (e.g. Metzger et al. 2010). We might be able to
identify candidates for this type of coalescence, and determine when an event is likely
to occur, by studying X-ray binaries (e.g., Hulse and Taylor 1975; Lewin, van Paradijs,
and van den Heuvel 1997; Remillard and McClintock 2006; Ballantyne et al. 2012)
The deaths of massive stars are also predicted to produce GWs, but at a much
weaker intensity than any compact object merger (e.g., Ott et al. 2011). Long GRBs
and SNe can accompany the GWs released following the deaths of these massive stars
(e.g., Woosley 1993), leading to EM counterpart detection (Abbott et al. 2017c).
Many of the triggers for the generation of gravitational waves, such as core
collapse supernovae, and GRBs are not spatially uniform. Unless the Earth is in the
electromagnetic sight-line of one of these events, the gravitational wave detection
will not be coupled to a known source. While much fainter, kilonovae are spatially
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uniform, and therefore are excellent candidates for EM counterparts to GW (e.g. Li
and Paczyński 1998; Rosswog 2005).
1.1.6 Exoplanet Transits
The study of exoplanets offers an insight into not only the formation of planets, but
also the stars around which those planets orbit. Studying the transits of exoplanets
around their host star is one way to study these systems. Recent analysis has shown
that the efficiency of transit surveys can match and exceed the more conventional
radial velocity surveys (e.g., Burke and McCullough 2014).
There are two competing theories for planetary system formation. One theory
involves the swirling of gas and dust around gravitational wells (Snytnikov and
Stoyanovskaya 2013; Basu and Vorobyov 2012; Rafikov 2008). Alternatively, material
larger than gas and dust collides and combines to create even larger objects in a
cascading effect, which ends with planet sized objects (e.g., Thebault, Kral, and Ertel
2012). Recent models have shown evidence for both of these mechanisms being in
play during planetary nascence (e.g., Lambrechts and Johansen 2012).
Evidence for planets orbiting other stars was first discovered using the radial
velocity method (e.g, Mayor and Queloz 1995). A system in which a planet orbits a
star will cause the center of mass of the system to be shifted away from the center
of the star. The star will then orbit around this new center of mass. This orbit will
cause the star to be at times moving towards the Earth, and at other times moving
away from the Earth. The differences in these velocities results in a Doppler shift in
the emission spectrum of the star; studying the displacement of these emission lines
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can determine characteristics of the planet in the system, such as planetary mass and
orbital radius (e.g., Feroz, Balan, and Hobson 2011).
Analysis of ground based transit surveys has shown that their efficiency is compa-
rable to radial velocity surveys (e.g., Burke and McCullough 2014); the launch of the
Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite in 2018 is revolutionizing the study of exoplanet
transits (Ricker et al. 2014). Studying the transits of exoplanets around their host
star leads to additional information beyond the orbital mechanics. Using the amount
of star light blocked by the planet, the radius of the planet with respect to the host
star can be determined. Assuming the star is on the main sequence, its radius and
therefore the planet’s radius, can be determined. Combining the planetary mass from
radial velocity measurements, with the planet’s radius from transit observations, leads
to a determination of the density of the exoplanet.
In addition, the atmosphere of the planet can be characterized by studying the
transmission and emission spectra during a transit (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2002;
Bean et al. 2011; Kreidberg et al. 2014). Exoplanetary atmospheres can also be
studied using direct imaging techniques (e.g., König et al. 2002).
A visual representation of the geometry of a transiting exoplanet system is shown
in Figure 4. While the planet is neither in front nor behind the star, most of the
light detected is from the host star, while a small fraction of the light will be emitted
from the planet; if measurements are made spectroscopically, the result is an emission
spectrum for the star and planet. When the planet passes in front of the star, not
only will the intensity of the light decrease, as seen at the bottom of Figure 4, but the
spectrum of the light will also change.
The atmosphere of the exoplanet can absorb some of the light from the star when
it passes in front of the star; this is either a transmission spectrum, if looking at
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Figure 4. Exoplanet Transit Model
A model of an exoplanet transit, with the expected light curve. The primary transit
occurs when the planet passes in front of the star, and the secondary transit occurs
when the planet passes behind the star; both transits are important for spectroscopic
study of exoplanet atmospheres. Image adopted from Winn 2010.
the light that made it through the atmosphere, or an absorption spectrum if looking
for the light which did not make it through the atmosphere. Different elements and
molecules in the exoplanet atmosphere can be identified by studying the wavelength,
of these absorption features.
Studying the secondary transit, as the exoplanet passes behind the star can help
us find the emission spectrum of the planet itself. Subtracting the spectrum when the
planet is behind the star, from the spectrum when the exoplanet is neither in front
nor behind the star, will directly reveal the emission spectrum of the exoplanet (e.g.,
Baskin et al. 2013).
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The transit of an exoplanet may also be characterized by a factor called the optical
depth, represented by τ . For the transit of an exoplanet around its host star, the
signal is determined by the normal intensity of the star, I, and the minimum intensity
of the star, I0, during transit, Signal = II0 exp
−τ .
Telescopes operating in the IR range can study cooler objects; stars which previously
couldn’t be studied in the visible and UV are viable sources in the IR. The study of
brown dwarfs should benefit greatly from the ability to resolve cooler objects (e.g.,
Warren et al. 2007). Brown dwarfs are sub-stellar mass objects that never initiated
hydrogen-burning (e.g., Reiners et al. 2007). Brown dwarfs have been found with
exoplanets of their own (e.g., Joergens and Müller 2007), which could provide insight
into stellar and planetary evolution.
In addition to being able to study cooler objects, the shape of transit light curves
in the IR makes for easier identification. Limb darkening is the effect that causes
stars to appear darker on the outside of their disk. This is due to the optical depth
at the edge of the star being smaller than at the center, as well as the temperature
of the limb being lower (e.g., Neilson and Lester 2011). Less optical depth results
in fewer chances for emission, and lower temperature means less intense emission of
light. This limb darkening is dependent on the wavelength of the emitted light; longer
wavelength light is not as influenced as shorter wavelength light (e.g., Howarth 2011).
Assuming a blackbody spectrum, emission intensity for different wavelengths is related
to temperature; the lower temperature of the limb means that shorter wavelength
emission is less likely. In this way, infrared emission at the limb is not as suppressed
as visible or shorter wavelength light. Therefore an exoplanet transit can be detected
much closer to the edge of the stars disk if imaged in the IR. Exoplanet transit light
curves in the IR are sharper than in the visible or UV; IR light curves have a flatter
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bottom and steeper sides. This shape can allow for easier transit detection, especially
by automated computer searches.
In the search for Earth-like life, we look for planetary densities (determined using
both radial velocity and transit data) indicative of rocky planets, as opposed to
gas giants, or liquid planets, that orbit within the habitable zone of their host star
(determined with radial velocity data). The atmosphere of a planet fitting these
criteria could then be studied using the primary and secondary eclipses obtained using
transit study (e.g., Belu et al. 2011), searching for chemical signatures of life (e.g.,
Domagal-Goldman et al. 2011; Fujii et al. 2018; Schwieterman et al. 2018). Such an
atmospheric study should be possible with JWST (e.g., Greene et al. 2016; Beichman
et al. 2014).
The search for Earth-like planets offers the best chance to identify the potential
for life that is similar to life on Earth. These exoplanets might also hold the future
for human evolution into space. Developing a catalog of stars with exoplanets would
also help answer the questions of the frequency with which planetary systems form
around stars.
1.1.7 Other Transient Sources
There are several other transient sources that, while important, are not within
the scope of this dissertation. These sources include: novae, RR Lyrae, and Cepheid
variables, which will be described here briefly, as well as others that have not been
included.
Novae are thought to be the result of objects in a binary system interacting with
each other. Binary systems consisting of a white dwarf and a companion star can
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result in explosions called classical novae. If the companion star is close enough to the
white dwarf, hydrogen from the atmosphere of the companion can accrete onto the
surface of the white dwarf. Once the accreted hydrogen reaches a critical temperature,
due to the latent heat of the white dwarf, thermonuclear detonation can occur (e.g.,
Gallagher and Starrfield 1978); this process produces a bright flash of light, and expels
the fused matter into the ISM. This process can occur several times, resulting in
recurrent novae (e.g., Webbink et al. 1987; Schaefer 2010). A related phenomena can
occur during the merger of two stars in a binary system; these events are called red
luminous nova, as they are brighter, and their spectra more red, than classical novae
(e.g., Kulkarni et al. 2007; Kasliwal et al. 2011; Rau et al. 2007).
An RR Lyrae star is thought to be an older A or F star that has progressed through
its life cycle to the point of helium burning; at some point during its evolution, the
RR Lyrae star loses its outer Hydrogen envelope (Smith 2004). Without the outer
hydrogen envelope, an instability can form between layers of the stars atmosphere,
governed by the κ-mechanism (e.g. Cox 1980). In a typical star, an increase in the
temperature of a layer in the stellar atmosphere will cause the opacity to decrease,
allowing for more energy to be radiated away, thus maintaining an equilibrium. Layers
of partly ionized hydrogen and helium, like those exposed in RR Lyrae stars, behave
inversely (e.g. Maeder 2009): opacity increases with temperature. Therefore, when an
outer layer in an RR Lyra falls deeper into the star, the layer will become more opaque
and collect more energy; this results in a buildup up pressure that will eventually
push the layer back outwards. The cyclic process of in-fall, pressure buildup, and
outwards expansion results in the regular period of the RR Lyra, typically about one
day or less (e.g., Lafler and Kinman 1965; Smith 2004).
Similar to RR Lyrae stars, the pulsations from Cepheid variables can be traced
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back to the κ-mechanism (e.g. Cox 1980). Unlike their lower mass cousins, Cepheids
are much brighter, and thought to be high mass stars in the later stages of their life,
after losing their outer shell of hydrogen (e.g., Turner 1996). The period for Cepheid
variables is much longer than RR Lyrae, from days to months (e.g., Gieren, Fouque,
and Gomez 1998; Pierce et al. 1994).
The location of various transient sources is plotted on a Hertzsprung-Russel
diagram in Figure 5. Transient sources are crucial for determining cosmological
distance scales. We can use parallax, the angular distance stars appear to move on
the sky as a result of Earth’s orbit around the Sun, to determine the distances to
stars within our own galaxy. For distances outside of our own galaxy, we rely on
transient phenomena. Variable stars, like RR Lyrae and Cepheids are important as
first rungs on the cosmological ladder of distance scales (e.g., Cacciari and Clementini
2003; Madore and Freedman 1991). Type Ia supernovae, as previously discussed, can
be used as standard candles to determine cosmological distances.
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Figure 5. A Hertzsprung-Russel diagram highlighting the location of transient sources
on the instability strip. Stars can evolve off the main sequence and onto the
instability strip by shedding their outer hydrogen layer. Without the outer hydrogen
envelope, the κ-mechanism (e.g. Cox 1980) can cause the star to pulsate, resulting in
a regular period, useful for determining cosmological distance scales. Image adopted
from Wikipedia3.
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:HR-vartype.svg
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1.2 Infrared Astronomy
Short wavelength infrared (SWIR) and near-infrared (n-IR) astronomy (λ=750-
3000 nm) provides the tools to probe many mysteries of cosmological and astrophysical
origin. There are several advantages to working in these wavelengths. IR light scatters
off interstellar dust at a much lower rate than visible or ultraviolet light. Cooler
objects, such as brown dwarfs, may be studied in the n-IR range. Exoplanet transit
light curves are more sharply defined in the IR. Type Ia supernova light curves are
more standard in the IR. GRB afterglows have their peak brightness in the IR, and
also last much longer in this regime. An electromagnetic counterpart to gravity waves
should be strong in the IR.
Interstellar dust scatters light in the visible and ultraviolet wavelengths much more
effectively than in the IR. The wavelength, λ, of IR light is much longer than the size,
a, of inter-stellar dust grains (Glass 1999); this regime where λ a is described by
Raleigh Scattering. The loss of light from scattering is called extinction. The extinction
of the intensity of the light due to dust scattering is given by dI
I
= −ndCextdL, where
I is the intensity of the light, nd is the number of particles per unit volume, Cext is
the extinction cross-section, and dL is the path length.
While IR light is relatively unencumbered by the ISM, there are certain limitations
when observing in IR. The terrestrial sky is very bright in IR, due to emission
from particles, molecules, and radicals, in the atmosphere (Sivanandam et al. 2012).
Fortunately there are clean observation windows at various wavelengths that do not
suffer from atmospheric emission. The Y -band is the cleanest gap, at 0.96-1.08µm
(Choi et al. 2012); the Z, J and H bands, while not as clean as the Y -band, are also
useful for making astronomical observations (e.g., the transmission spectra in Figure
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7). The K band is another SWIR observation window, that was not used in this
dissertation, due to lack of detector coverage and filter access.
1.2.1 Infrared Detectors
The photoelectric effect (Einstein 1905), which won Einstein the Nobel Prize (Arons
and Peppard 1965), is the underlying principle behind photo-diodes used to in modern
astronomy to detect and measure light from astronomical sources. Telescopes focus
light onto a device that will record or measure the incoming photons (historically it was
the human eye, then photographic plates, and now digital detectors). Modern detectors
have a layer called the substrate that will interact with photons of a specific range
of wavelengths, or frequencies. Photons with shorter wavelengths do not penetrate
the surface of the substrate, while photons with longer wavelengths pass through the
material without interacting (Mackay 1986). Photons with the correct wavelength
enter the bulk of the material, and remove an electron from the valence band to the
conducting band of the substrate. Modern electronics can measure these electrons as
a charge, and read that charge into a digital count. These digital counts over many
pixels on a detector can build an image of an astronomical source.
The current standard for infrared astronomical detectors are mercury-cadmium-
telluride (HgCdTe or MerCad) semiconductors; this semiconductor was first syn-
thesized by Lawson et al. 1959. Silicon (Si) based charge coupled devices (CCDs),
ubiquitous in visible wavelength astronomy, can not be used for IR astronomy, as the
quantum efficiency of these devices drops precipitously for wavelengths longer than
1000nm. This can be seen by analyzing the band-gap energy for Si: 1.14 eV at 300K
(Bludau, Onton, and Heinke 1974) results in a band-gap wavelength of 1.09 µm.
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MerCad detectors can be tuned to be sensitive to infrared light over a wide range of
wavelengths: 0.7-25 µm (e.g., Norton 2002). The wide bandpass of HgCdTe is scaled
through the amount of Cd present in the semi-conductor. HgTe is a semi-metal and
therefore has a bad-gap energy of 0; various amounts of Cd can be added to scale the
band-gap energy, where more Cd results in a higher band-gap energy, and therefore
shorter wavelength sensitivity (e.g., Hansen, Schmit, and Casselman 1982). MerCad
detectors must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures (Lei, Antoszewski, and Faraone
2015; Dhar, Dat, and Sood 2013; Norton 2002) even at SWIR wavelengths (Yuan et al.
2018; Rogalski and Ciupa 1999; Yoon, Dopkiss, and Eppeldauer 2006; Simingalam
et al. 2014) to have viable noise characteristics (e.g., 60K cooling for RATIR, Butler
et al. 2012), greatly increasing the cost of systems using these detectors (Norton 2002).
The leading cause for high dark rates in HgCdTe detectors is due to high thermal
noise, caused by generation-recombination Auger processes (e.g., Rogalski 2005).
Indium-gallium-arsenide (InGaAs) is an alternative substrate used for observations
in the IR with a much narrower bandpass (0.7-1.7 µm, Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe
2013) when compared to HgCdTe. InGaAs is also tunable, where a varying ratio of Ga
to In results in a different band-gap energy. Lattice matching for InGaAs to an InP
substrate (required to hold the detection layer) occurs at an almost equal ratio of Ga to
In (Ga:In=0.887, Nahory et al. 1978; Goetz et al. 1983) and is the most commonly used
ratio; at this ratio, the bad-gap energy is 0.81 eV (Goetz et al. 1983), corresponding to
a band-gap wavelength of 1.53 µm. InGaAs was synthesized by Pearsall and Hopson
1977; Pearsall, Quillec, and Pollack 1979, decades later than HgCdTe, and is therefore
not as mature as a technology. The key advantage that InGaAs has over HgCdTe is
that the former does not need to be cooled to cryogenic temperatures to have useful
noise properties (Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013; Nagayama et al. 2014; Strausbaugh,
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Jackson, and Butler 2018), perhaps due to different Auger process effects than those
present in HgCdTe (although such an analysis has not been performed). Operability
at room temperature means that InGaAs has uses in the surveillance, night vision,
and telecommunication industries, and is therefore on a trajectory for the development
of larger and more cost-effective photo-diode arrays.
Germanium (Ge) is another semi-conductor that has uses in the n-IR regime, with
a band-gap energy of 0.67 EV at 300K (Blakemore 2002) with a corresponding bad-gap
wavelength of 1.85 µm. Ge photo-diodes have a low shunt resistance compared to
InGaAs detectors (on the order of a couple to several magnitudes lower), resulting in
higher thermal noise for Ge detectors; shunt resistance is determined by the slope of a
current-voltage curve at the origin (zero-voltage).
The sensor tested in Chapter 2 has an array of InGaAs photo-diodes with a
complementary metaloxide-semiconductor (CMOS). The absorption of photons occurs
in the InGaAs layer, where an electron-hole pair is created in the band gap of the
semi-conductor. The charge collected in the photo-diodes is shepherded to the CMOS
via an indium bump bond. An integrated circuit at each pixel amplifies the photo-
current, and then converts the current to a voltage. The voltage is read out row by
row to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that converts the analog voltage output
to digital counts. The noise inherent in this read-out process is known as read noise
(RN).
1.2.2 Ground Based Infrared Telescopes
Ground based observations in the IR tend to be noise limited by the Poisson noise
of atmospheric emissions. This sky noise can be reduced by making observations at
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wavelengths with darker sky background and hence, lower noise, such as the Y-band in
IR. The thermal noise from the instrumentation could be countered by cryogenically
cooling the detectors, but this is not cost effective for small telescopes.
To observe fainter sources, the integration time can be increased; however, this
leads to higher noise. An alternative way to observe fainter sources is to use a telescope
with a larger collecting area; this, however greatly increases cost. Small telescopes
encounter an issue with scintillation. As the collection area of the telescope increases,
so does the area of the sky through which the light it collects passes. The atmosphere
can be quite turbulent; this turbulence is the reason for the twinkling of stars, and
leads to problems when data is collected with a small telescope.
The issues of cost a single large telescope and scintillation with a single small
telescope, can be overcome with the use of several small telescopes working together
in an array. A network of telescopes fixes the scintillation problem because there are
different lines of sight through which each telescope observes; averaging over these
mitigates the effect of scintillation. The effective area of the telescopes can be made to
match or exceed that of a single telescope (e.g. Kaiser et al. 2002; Beckers 1986). The
effective area of an array of telescopes is the physical area multiplied by an efficiency
factor based on the telescope.
An important aspect of such a telescope array is interferometry. With telescopes
observing the same object, but spaced some distance apart, the timing of the events
at each telescope must be correlated. Radio telescope arrays can be correlated
computationally (e.g., Brown and Twiss 1954; Perley, Schwab, and Bridle 1989); a
similar technique is not feasible for optical astronomy, and so physical systems have
been developed to ensure correlation of signals from different telescopes (e.g., the
system designed for the Very Large Telescope Interferometer, where physical motors
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drive the telescopes into different configurations and distances to ensure coherent
signals, Petrov et al. 2007). Photon correlation interferometry can be used to directly
measure the size of astronomical objects (e.g., Thompson, Moran, and Swenson 1986).
1.2.2.1 Re-ionization And Transients InfraRed Camera (RATIR)
RATIR is a multi-band (r, i, Z, Y, J,H) instrument that studies transient sources,
specifically the afterglows of GRBs (Butler et al. 2012). The instrument consists
of 6 detectors, one for each band: 2 CCDs for the r and i bands, and 4 HgCdTe
detectors for the remaining bands. The incoming beam is split into the different
wavelengths using high efficiency dichroic filters, that operate on the principle of thin
film interference (e.g., Macleod 2010). The optical setup of RATIR is detailed in
Figure 6, showing the beam path, detectors, and filters, and the quantum efficiency of
the instrument is shown in Figure 7.
RATIR is mounted on the 1.5m Harold Johnson telescope at the Observatorio
Astronómico Nacional in San Pedro Martir, Baja California, Mexico, and is a joint
venture between University of California, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and
the Instituto de Astronomía of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México; ASU
later joined the collaboration. The telescope is completely automated, and responds
to triggers for GRBs from the Gamma-ray Coordinates Network (Watson et al.
2012; Klein et al. 2012). The field of view of visible wavelength RATIR cameras is
5.3’×5.3’, while the field of view for the n-IR cameras is 10’x10’, but is vertically split.
Collaborators are able to apply for telescope time to study sources of their choosing;
however, predetermined programming is interrupted in the event of a GRB trigger,
thanks to the robotic nature of the telescope.
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RATIR afterglow data from GRB 160625B is presented in Chapter 3 (Strausbaugh
et al. 2019). An overview of years worth of RATIR data, with an emphasis on its
efficiency, is presented in Chapter 4.
Figure 6. RATIR Optical Setup
The RATIR optical setup, showing light pathways through filters and dichroics to the
cameras for detection. The n-IR detectors (H2RG in the figure) must be placed in a
cryostat to maintain temperatures below 60K. Figure adopted from (Butler et al.
2012).
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Figure 7. RATIR Quantum Efficiency
Transmission through the entire RATIR optical setup, including filters (labeled
r,i,Z,Y ,J , and H) and dichroics (denoted by the red lines). The cameras for
detection are also listed above the graph. Figure adopted from (Butler et al. 2012).
1.2.2.2 A Test Bed of Small Telescopes at Arizona State University
As a part of the research in this thesis, small telescopes (12-inch and 18-inch
diameters mirrors) were used to test detectors, study transient sources, and determine
the feasibility of an inexpensive telescope array.
An 18-inch Newtonian telescope, f/4.5, with a split ring, equatorial mount produced
by JMI, shown in Figure 8 was tested for use with the IR detector. This telescope
model is highly mobile, making it suited for an array with movable components to
suit different observational needs.
The mount is driven by an on board computer, the Servo Cat produced by Stellar
Cat. It is capable of receiving signals from multiple external sources, such as a
hand-pad or other computers.
The telescope is also fitted with two smaller telescopes, for alignment and guiding.
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Figure 8. 18-inch JMI Telescope
The 18-inch JMI telescope on which much of the on-sky testing of InGaAs detectors
was conducted. This telescope was also used with the InGaAs detectors to study
transient sources.
A small polar alignment scope is attached to the base of the telescope; this allows
the scope to be oriented correctly with respect to Polaris, the north star. A larger,
50mm scope is attached to the top of the telescope; this scope can be fitted with an
eye piece for finding stars, or an optical camera for guiding.
Flat fielding allowed us to measure and reduce the effects of scattered light in the
system (the InGaAs detector mounted on the 18-inch telescope), which proved to
be a greater problem in the IR than in the visible. A tarp was wrapped around the
telescope to block this scattered light, improving noise properties by around a factor
of 10. Next, internal reflections within the optical setup connecting the camera to
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the telescope were discovered; these were mitigated by covering the smooth, reflective,
insides of the draw tube with felt paper which did not reflect IR light; this improved
noise properties by another factor of 5.
A 12-inch Cassegrain telescope from Meade has also been utilized, and is shown in
Figure 9. This is an f/10 telescope, and can be used with a wedge to switch between
ALT/AZ and equatorial mountings. This telescope has its own internal motor and
tracking software. It is also fitted with a guide scope compatible with guiding cameras.
This scope was used when the physical limitation of the 18 inch were reached (e.g.,
looking in the extreme south sky).
Figure 9. 12-inch Meade Telescope
The 12-inch telescope used to supplement the 18 inch telescope for the on-sky testing
of detectors and the study of transient sources.
Data collected from an InGaAs detector mounted on both the 12-inch and 18-
inch telescopes are presented in Chapter 2 (Strausbaugh, Jackson, and Butler 2018).
Continued work with the 18-inch telescope determined that the stock motors were
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underpowered for our research goals. As such either more robust motors, or different,
more stable telescopes, like the 12-inch Meade, would be deployed in a telescope array.
1.2.2.2.1 Software and Additional Hardware for Small Telescopes
Hardware, such as tracking computers and guide cameras, that were necessary for
the operation of the 18-inch and 12-inch telescope are discussed here. Third party
software such as PHD2 for guiding, as well as an original program used to collect data
from an InGaAs detector, ICACTI, are discussed as well.
1.2.2.2.1.1 Argo Navis
An auxiliary computer mounted to the 18 inch telescope, the Argo Navis, determines
the telescope’s position on the sky. There are several different modes in which it
can determine its position. The Argo Navis can assume that the telescope is very
well aligned with Polaris, and then only requires a one star alignment. If there is
insufficient confidence in the polar alignment, a different mode allows the telescope’s
position to be determined using a two star alignment. Once the telescope’s orientation
is determined, the Argo Navis calculates the speed at which the mount needs to move
in order to keep up with the apparent motion of the sky, caused by the Earth’s rotation.
A telescope is tracking, if it follows the motion of the sky throughout the night. The
precision of both these modes has been tested. If the telescope is well-aligned with
Polaris, and is stationary (i.e., in a dome), then the one-star align mode is sufficient;
otherwise the two-star align mode is necessary for proper tracking.
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1.2.2.2.1.2 Orion StarShoot Autoguider
The optical guide camera used on the 18-inch and 12-inch telescope is an Orion
StarShoot Autoguider, as seen in Figure 10. The guide camera is attached to the
finder scope on the side of the telescope. Placing the guide camera in conjunction
with the IR camera using either a dichroic or a beam splitter results in a very narrow
field of view, with too few stars for the guiding algorithm to work properly. The
guiding camera needs to be used with a smaller secondary guide scope mounted on
the telescope.
The sensor in the optical camera is a Micron MT9M001 CMOS chip. The sensor
has physical dimensions of 6.66mm x 5.32mm and pixel dimensions of 1280 x 1024; the
size of each pixel is 5µm x 5µm. The camera can operate in a wide range of exposure
times ranging from 0.05-10 seconds.
The size of the guide camera pixels on the sky for the 18-inch telescope’s guide
scope is 0.72 arcsec per pixel; on the 12-inch telescope’s guide scope, the pixels are
2.68 arcsec per pixel.
A USB wire connects the camera to a computer (in our case running Windows 7),
transmitting images that can be accessed by software such as PHD2 for guiding, as
well as powering the device. The computer then sends commands either directly to the
mount, using a USB to RJ-12 connection, or back through the camera via USB and
then to the mount over an RJ-12 cable. The configuration with the greatest guiding
precision is the one in which the computer communicates directly with the mount.
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Figure 10. The Orion StarShoot AutoGuider, optical CMOS camera, used for guiding
on the 12-inch and 18-inch telescopes. The camera works with PHD2 guiding
software to correct for any telescope movement not corrected by sky tracking software
(e.g. wind or a skipped gear). Image adopted from telescope.com website4.
1.2.2.2.1.3 PHD2 Guiding Software
The guiding software chosen to interface with the guide camera and the telescope is
PHD2 created by Stark Labs. PHD2 is initialized with information about the camera
and mount. The dimensions of the camera and the individual pixel size are entered.
Information about the mount and telescope, such as the focal length and aperture
size are also entered. Through an ASCOM connection, the mount is able to relay
information to PHD2, such as its pointing. PHD2 uses all of this information in its
calibration phase, where it determines the effect of guiding pulses on the motion of
the mount.
PHD2 receives images from an optical camera, and identifies the position of a
chosen guide star in the field of view. Based on the star’s motion on the sensor, PHD2
sends a guide pulse to the mount, over an RJ-12 cable. The guide pulse is meant to
move the mount so as to keep the guide star at the same location on the sensor.
4https://www.telescope.com/Orion-StarShoot-AutoGuider/p/52064.uts
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There are various guiding algorithms that are accessible through PHD2 which
can be set independently for both right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC). The
hysteresis algorithm has proven to be the most reliable for both axes. Hysteresis uses
its previous corrections to predict which corrections it needs to make in the future. The
different parameters for this algorithm are aggression, hysteresis, minimum motion,
and maximum pulse length.
The aggression setting determines what percentage of the guide pulse PHD2
calculated will actually be sent to the mount. This could be lowered if PHD2 were
over correcting.
The hysteresis parameter sets the amount PHD2 should consider its previous
corrections when calculating the next guide pulse. If guiding seems to be smooth, and
all the corrections are going in the same direction, then this setting should be high;
for choppy, unpredictable corrections, this setting should be low.
The minimum motion parameters in both RA and DEC set the amount the star
has to move across the sensor before PHD2 will issue a guide pulse for correction. A
high minimum motion setting can lead to the stars wandering, and making for streaky
science frames. Minimum motion that is too low can lead to correcting for random
noise, like the motion caused by atmospheric seeing.
The maximum pulse length determines how far PHD2 will be able to move the
mount in a single pulse. This can be scaled to follow the integration time, but should
not be so high that PHD2 can over correct and compromise guiding.
The integration time for the images, and thus the time between guide pulses is
also a parameter that can be changed such that an appropriate guide star is in the
field. While not explicitly a part of the guiding algorithm it must not be too high or
too low, for the same reasons as the minimum motion.
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Using PHD2 guiding in addition to the tracking carried out by the Argo Navis on
the 18-inch telescope produced precise guiding where a source is able to be localized
to one pixel on the InGaAs detector, as seen in Figure 11. Ensuring a source stays
on a single pixel allows for easier stacking of images, and mitigates the effects of
pixel-to-pixel variations on the detector.
Figure 11. 18-inch Telescope Guiding Performance
The guiding performance of the 18-inch telescope with Argo Navis tracking, and
PHD2 guiding; the telescope is able to keep a source confined to a single pixel,
marked with the green box. The color change of the data points denotes the passage
of time, from darker to lighter colors over the course of 12 minutes.
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1.2.2.2.1.4 Infrared Camera for Astrophysical and Cosmological Transients Interface
(ICACTI)
An InGaAs detector was tested on the 18-inch and 12-inch telescopes at ASU to
determine its effectiveness in astronomical research (Strausbaugh, Jackson, and Butler
2018), and as a possible component in a ground based telescope array. The unique
demands required for scientific work render the software provided by the InGaAs
camera manufacturer insufficient. Not only does the camera need to continuously take
data, but that data needs to be simultaneously uploaded and saved to memory. As
a novel code must be written, a data pipeline can be constructed to reduce, stack,
and analyze the data as well. The code created to interface with the camera, Infrared
Camera for Astrophysical and Cosmological Transients Interface (ICACTI), is written
in Python.
ICACTI can operate in two different ways. The first way utilizes the internal
triggering and timing of the camera and is used for data acquisition. The second way
uses an external source to trigger the exposures and determine the exposure time; this
method was used in laboratory testing of the camera, and may be later implemented
to drive down the read noise of the detector.
ICACTI runs as a neatly packaged graphical user interface (GUI), with appropriate
buttons for initializing the link between the computer and the camera, taking dark
images, setting the exposure length and program run time, and collecting data. There
are toggle options for turning on and off image display and saving the data to file.
The program can display the most recent image collected, so that the user can be
confident that the source is still in frame.
When internally timed, each exposure lasts only 16.7 ms; the data from this
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exposure is saved to a buffer on the camera. This buffer is then accessed by the
program through a datalink cable, and the buffer is saved to an array.
To increase the sensitivity of the camera, many images are stacked on top of each
other, allowing fainter objects to be seen. This is achieved by adding the digital counts
on each specific pixel together, continuously adding to the array of data.
These arrays are stacked on one another for 1 second as the default, resulting in a
stack of 60 images. Then the data is rescaled and saved to a fits file, so that it may be
used at a later time. Written into the header of the fits files is important information
about the given exposure, such as its start and stop time and the temperature of the
camera during the exposure.
This process is repeated for the desired duration of observation, which could be on
the order of several hours for the transit of an exoplanet around its host star. Each
individual 16 ms exposure is not saved due to data storage constraints. Exposures
longer than one second can be used to ease data storage issues, as well as identify
dimmer sources in the frame.
Figure 12 displays a screen shot of the GUI at work. The bottom-left window is
the GUI itself, with all of the interactive buttons displayed. The upper-left window is
a terminal readout of the actions of the GUI. The right window is a display of the
most recent image taken, with a histogram of digital counts across the pixels on the
sensor included.
External triggering needs to be employed to accurately measure the dark current
for the camera during cooling and is used to determine the read noise. Cooling the
camera and taking data with internal timing leads to suppressed zeros in the data.
When the camera reaches a low enough temperature, instead of rescaling the data,
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Figure 12. ICACTI GUI
A screen shot of the ICACTI GUI in operation, with the read out and reduced image
in separate windows.
the internal processing on board the camera sets the digital count to zero, meaning
data is lost.
The camera can be externally triggered by a signal generator. In this way, the
gain can still be kept at its most sensitive setting, 5 e−/count, but the exposure time
can be lengthened, eliminating the suppressed zeros.
1.3 Transient Identification Software
Novel data reduction and analysis techniques are being developed, and will have
to be refined for rapid identification of new transient sources. The use of machine
learning is revolutionizing the field of rapid source detection (e.g., Narayan et al. 2018);
the data acquisition rate, on the order of terabytes of data every night, for current and
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future astronomical surveys, such as ZTF (Bellm et al. 2019) and LSST (Ivezić et al.
2019), is unmanageable for human detection and classification of transient sources.
Machine learning can play a role in both the detection and classification of transient
phenomena (e.g., Bloom et al. 2012). Image subtractions are used to detect transient
phenomena in real-time using machine learning algorithms to determine the quality
of the subtraction. For a source discovered using image subtraction, machine learning
algorithms can then be employed to classify the new source, using information about
color, light curve features, etc. Machine learning algorithms can also be used to comb
existing surveys to find previously unidentified sources; going through this data will
require efficient data mining procedures (e.g., Borne et al. 2008). This area is a current
hotbed of research in the astronomical community, and will make up a large part of
my post-doctoral work, as is briefly discussed in Chapter 5.
1.3.1 Image Subtraction
The main technique for discovering explosive transients (e.g., SNe and GRBs) is
that of image subtraction. Archived images of the sky are used as a template, and an
image of the same part of the sky after an event (perhaps triggered by a GCN alert)
is used as a science frame. The source is not always apparent in the science frame as
foreground stars or the host galaxy could obscure the target. Subtracting the archival
data from the science frame can reveal the transient source.
Machine learning plays an important role in modern image subtraction pipelines.
Image subtraction can be fraught with bogus sources due to artifacts left over from
bad subtraction. These bad subtractions can be caused by poor image alignment,
poor PSF (point-spread function) fitting, detector edge effects, very bright objects,
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etc. A trained machine learning algorithm can discount any sources found in bogus
image subtractions, at false positive (bogus subtractions classified as real) and false
negative (real sources found in image subtraction classified as bogus) rates of less than
5-10% (Bloom et al. 2012). Source identification using image subtraction techniques
focuses on hypothesis testing models (specifically testing the null-hypothesis: is the
source variable?).
High Order Transform of PSF And Template Subtraction (HOTPANTS, Becker
2015) remains the standard for image subtraction software, and many data reduction
pipelines such as, Palomar Transient Factory (N. M. Law et al. 2009), Deeper Wider
Fast program (Andreoni et al. 2017), Pan-STARRs (Kaiser et al. 2002), and Dark
Energy Survey (Morganson et al. 2018), to name a few make use of the software.
HOTPANTS was used in the detection of SN2016adj in the n-IR using an InGaAs
detector mounted to a 12-inch telescope at ASU, as discussed in Chapter 2.
1.3.2 Machine Learning Light Curve Analysis
Studying the light curves of sources, instead of the image subtraction frames,
allows for binary testing (i.e., is this a constant or variable source?) (e.g., Pashchenko,
Sokolovsky, and Gavras 2018). Non-linear testing opens up the possibility to test
other machine learning algorithms (e.g., random forests and neural nets). These
different techniques may find additional sources missed by image-subtraction detection
algorithms. Pashchenko, Sokolovsky, and Gavras 2018 detected 13 additional variable
sources from a catalog of about 200 known sources using non-linear machine learning
algorithms. Knowledge of missed events can be used to help improve real-time transient
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detection algorithms, or at the very least, provide a metric for the completeness of
those detection algorithms.
Several science cases warrant a light curve analysis machine learning algorithm.
The first orphan afterglow was detected by mining archival radio data (C. J. Law
et al. 2018), and mining archived survey data could uncover more orphan afterglows.
Sources that are not strong candidates in an image subtraction – variable stars and
exoplanet transits – could also be discovered by mining light curve data.
Machine learning algorithms need sample data for training, and so trying to
discover as yet unobserved phenomena, such as an optical detection of an orphan
afterglow, is challenging. Using simulated data to train a machine learning algorithm
to detect orphan afterglows is one possibility. An alternate strategy would be to
make use of the wealth of afterglow data already available to us. We can use existing
afterglow data, and instead of using all of the data from immediately following the
burst, we instead use data from when the afterglow is several hours to days old. This
would accurately simulate the type of afterglow that would be detected in a transient
survey, with no prompt emission to initiate observations.
Light curve analysis has and is also used to detect transiting exoplanets. The
Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010) and Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (Ricker et al.
2010) both use automated programs to identify transiting exoplanets.
Citizen scientists can be trained to identify exoplanet transit light curves (e.g.,
Fischer et al. 2012; Mahabal et al. 2011). Amateur scientists can identify sources that
were missed by machine learning algorithms, can help train algorithms, and can test
against false-positives. One of the most famous example of what citizen scientists are
capable of is the discovery of Tabby’s Star (Boyajian et al. 2016), whose asymmetric,
aperiodic lightcurves exhibit dips of up to 20%. This unprecedented behavior did
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not fit within the parameters of the exoplanet light curve detection algorithms, and
so was not flagged as a potentially interesting source, but it was noted by citizen
scientists and followed up by astronomers. It will be interesting to see what role
citizen scientists can play in future transient surveys.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
In the preceding chapter, I have discussed the various astronomical transient
sources and the implication of their study on astrophysics and cosmology, framed the
challenges and benefits of IR transient research, and have discussed the instrumentation
and data analysis techniques used to study these sources. The aim of this thesis is
two-fold: (1) demonstrating that IR astronomy (particularly n-IR and SWIR) can be
accomplished in a cost-effective, yet robust way, and ( 2) showing the unique physics
that can be accomplished using existing IR instruments and observatories.
I address the first goal of this thesis in Chapter 2. Here, I present original research
using InGaAs detectors in the Proceedings of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(Strausbaugh, Jackson, and Butler 2018). This line of research involved testing an
off-the-shelf InGaAs n-IR/SWIR detectors for astronomical use: from lab testing to
on-sky testing. Some highlights of this work include observing the exoplanet transit of
HD189773B, and detecting the nearby supernova SN2016adj with an InGaAs detector
mounted on a small telescope at ASU.
The second aim of this thesis is addressed using data from the RATIR telescope.
In Chapter 3, I present my work on GRB jets published in the Astrophysical Jour-
nal Letters (Strausbaugh et al. 2019). This work utilizes IR lightcurve data from
GRB 160625B that is unprecedented in its cadence and precision. I interpret the late-
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time bump around the jet-break in GRB 160625B’s afterglow lightcurve as evidence
for a jet with an edge that is brighter than its center. This type of analysis has not
previously been possible, due to the lack of well-sampled afterglow light curves around
the jet-break; therefore further GRB afterglow follow-up with this level of precision is
necessary to determine whether this jet-profile is a property inherent to all GRB jets.
Continuing my work with RATIR, I present a look back at previous years of RATIR
data, in Chapter 4. This research determines the efficiency of RATIR follow up of
up GRBs detected by space-based telescope, with an emphasis on the Fermi Space
Telescope. In Chapter 5, I make some final remarks before a brief discussion of future
work.
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Chapter 2
NIGHT VISION FOR SMALL TELESCOPES
2.1 Abstract
We explore the feasibility of using current generation, off-the-shelf, indium gallium
arsenide (InGaAs) near-infrared (NIR) detectors for astronomical observations. Light-
weight InGaAs cameras, developed for the night vision industry and operated at or
near room temperature, enable cost-effective new paths for observing the NIR sky,
particularly when paired with small telescopes. We have tested an InGaAs camera
in the laboratory and on the sky using 12 and 18-inch telescopes. The camera is a
small-format, 320x240 pixels of 40µm pitch, Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR) device from
Sensors Unlimited. Although the device exhibits a room-temperature dark current of
5.7× 104 e−s−1 per pixel, we find observations of bright sources and low-positional-
resolution observations of faint sources remain feasible. We can record unsaturated
images of bright (J = 3.9) sources due to the large pixel well-depth and resulting
high dynamic range. When mounted on an 18-inch telescope, the sensor is capable of
achieving milli-magnitude precision for sources brighter than J = 8. Faint sources
can be sky-background-limited with modest thermoelectric cooling. We can detect
faint sources (J = 16.4 at 10σ) in a one-minute exposure when mounted to an 18-inch
telescope. From laboratory testing, we characterize the noise properties, sensitivity,
and stability of the camera in a variety of different operational modes and at different
operating temperatures. Through sky testing, we show that the (unfiltered) camera
can enable precise and accurate photometry, operating like a filtered J-band detector,
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with small color corrections. In the course of our sky testing, we successfully measured
sub-percent flux variations in an exoplanet transit. We have demonstrated an ability
to detect transient sources in dense fields using image subtraction of existing reference
catalogs.
2.2 Introduction
The near-infrared (NIR), and particularly the short-wave-infrared (SWIR, 750−
2500 nm), are important wavelength bands in astronomy. There are several advantages
to working in these wavelengths. NIR light scatters off interstellar dust at a much
lower rate than visible or ultraviolet light, because NIR wavelengths are much longer
than the average size of interstellar dust particles (Glass 1999). The redshifted
NIR light that reaches us from cosmological distances probes the physics at shorter
wavelengths in the rest frame unlike short wavelength light that would be absorbed
by the intergalactic medium. Also, many sources of astrophysical interest (e.g., low
mass stars) are intrinsically quite red.
We are interested here in the potential uses of SWIR detectors on small telescopes to
study transient astrophysical objects. In the specific arena of time domain astronomy,
there are several science cases for which NIR observations are advantageous. Exoplanet
transit light curves are likely to be more sharply defined in the NIR due to the effects
of limb darkening (Neilson and Lester 2011; Howarth 2011), making them easier to
identify. The study of exoplanets around smaller, cooler stars (M-type and Brown
Dwarfs) is also optimal while operating in the NIR (Osterman et al. 2012). Type Ia
supernova light curves appear to be more standard in the NIR bands than at visible
wavelengths (Friedman et al. 2015; Mandel, Narayan, and Kirshner 2011). Gamma-ray
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Burst (GRB) afterglows have their peak brightness in the NIR, and they tend to fade
more slowly in this regime (van Eerten 2013; Rau et al. 2004; Littlejohns et al. 2014).
Finally, the electromagnetic counterpart to gravitational waves from neutron star
mergers should have a characteristic NIR signature (Tanvir et al. 2013).
There are natural limitations for NIR observations. The terrestrial sky is very
bright in the NIR, due to emission from particles, namely hydroxil (OH−), in the
atmosphere (Sivanandam et al. 2012). As such, ground-based IR astronomy tends to
be noise-limited by sky background. This suggests an interesting instrument design
path that utilizes inexpensive or off-the-shelf detectors, with higher-than-typical noise
properties as compared to state-of-the-art detectors, because the detector noise can still
be driven below the limiting sky noise in some situations. We explore the implications
for small telescopes, in particular, below. Even when sky noise is not the limiting
noise source, as in the case of very bright sources like exoplanet transits, detector
stability and stability of the variable night sky in the NIR become key considerations.
Astronomers have characterized well the NIR sky brightness, with expected mag-
nitudes of J = 16.6 per arcsec2 and H = 15.5 per arcsec2 (Persson et al. 2002). It
is possible to decrease the resulting sky background by utilizing narrow filters that
sit in wavelength space between bright sky lines, which are also highly-time-variable.
The FIRE spectrograph on Magellan has achieved a mean inter-line sky continuum
level of Y = 20.05± 0.04, J = 19.55± 0.03, and H = 18.80± 0.02 (stat.) ±0.2 (sys.)
mag arcsec−2 (Sullivan and Simcoe 2012). A narrow Y -band filter could exploit one
of these gaps (at 960-1080 nm), providing an uninterrupted window for observations
(Choi et al. 2012). We note that all magnitudes presented in this paper are in the AB
system.
The quantum efficiency (QE) of conventional silicon-based CCD detectors breaks
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down at wavelengths beyond 1000 nm (Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013). The
current standard for IR astronomy are HgCdTe detectors. These detectors must be
cryogenically cooled to decrease detector dark current to acceptable levels and to
permit stable readout. Astronomical instruments using these detectors tend to be both
expensive and heavy. A different semi-conductor, InGaAs (useful for 700-1700 nm,
Pearsall and Hopson 1977; Pearsall, Quillec, and Pollack 1979), covers the shorter end
of the NIR bandpass (Figure 13; Norton 2002). These detectors, which have become
commercially available as a result of night vision industry, have decent noise properties
at room temperature. InGaAs detectors are cheaper to obtain than HgCdTe detectors,
although the available format is currently smaller. Depending on the application (and
on the sky brightness per pixel in particular), there is the possibility of operating at
relatively high temperature, at or near room temperature.
In this study, we characterize a commercially available SWIR camera from the
Goodrich corporation in both laboratory and on-sky settings with small telescopes and
realistic observing conditions. Below, we show the results of the laboratory testing,
including dark rate (and its behavior with temperature), gain, read noise, QE, linearity,
and charge persistence. We also present the results of testing the InGaAs detector on
the sky. We show the detector’s photometric precision, its color (comparing J band
to Y and H bands), and finally present a light curve of HD189733, which shows the
predicted dip caused by a known exoplanet transit. Having presented these results, we
show that we can account for the noise present in our system by accurately modeling
the statistical sources of noise. Using our model for noise, we put limits on what
sources we can study.
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Figure 13. Goodrich InGaAs QE Curve and IR Atmospheric Transmission
An example InGaAs QE curve (from, http://www.sensorsinc.com), plotted in red
over the atmospheric transmission spectra in black (from,
http://modtran.spectral.com/modtran_index), with the Y , J , and H bands labeled.
2.3 Camera Description and Laboratory Testing
We have tested a small-format (320x240 pixel) Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR)
camera from Sensors Unlimited, Inc.5, a division of UTC Aerospace Systems. The
SU320HX-1.7RT is a Mil-Rugged InGaAs video camera featuring high-sensitivity and
wide operating temperature range. It has a compact size (< 3.8 in3) and can be
operated over a wide temperature range (-40 to 70 C) with low required power (<
2.9 W at 20 C). The sensor has large pixels (40µm x 40µm) and is advertised to have
5http://www.sensorsinc.com
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Figure 14. Goodrich Dark Frame
The visible gradient across a dark frame of the detector at 20 C, most likely due to a
temperature gradient caused by the ohmic heating of the camera’s electronics.
high pixel operability (> 99%) and high sensitivity (> 65% QE) from 900 nm to 1.7
µm. The full-well depth is 107 e−. A built-in thermo-electric cooler (TEC) is designed
to maintain a stable sensor temperature of 20 C.
The analog signal from the sensor is digitized to 12-bit data in CameraLink format.
We use a frame-grabber from National Instruments (NI PCIe-1427) and the NI-IMAQ
software6 for image acquisition. Custom python scripts have been written to provide
6see, http://www.ni.com
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a GUI and scripting interface as well as to provide real-time image visualization;
this software is called ICACTI (Infrared Camera for Astrophysical and Cosmological
Transients Interface) and has been made freely available7. We set camera modes using
the serial interface and use the NI-IMAQ C libraries to store image frames in FITS
format. We operate the camera in a continuous read mode of individual 16.3 ms
frames which are summed into longer exposure frames as desired. The 16.3 ms frame
time is found to offer an acceptable compromise: the noise floor is well-sampled while
there is also sufficient dynamic range to avoid saturation due to bright stars. In the
sub-sections below, we discuss laboratory measurements of the detector dark current,
gain, quantum efficiency, persistence, and linearity.
2.3.1 Dark Current, Read Noise, and Sensor Gain
Blocking light to the camera, we measure a dark current at the nominal operating
temperature (20 C) of 5.7×104 e−s−1 per pixel (i.e., 3.6×1013e−s−1m−2). A variation
in the dark current level is found to be present across the sensor (Figure 14), similar
to the pattern discussed for the device in Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013. We find
that this gradient persists when the internal TEC is turned off and cannot, therefore,
be due to the TEC. A likely explanation for the temperature gradient is ohmic heating
due to circuitry behind the sensor.
Similar detectors have been characterized (Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013;
Nagayama et al. 2014), with similar dark rates at 20 C. The camera studied by
Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013 has a dark rate of 3.5× 1013e−s−1m−2. Nagayama
et al. 2014 tested an InGaAs detector with a dark rate of 6.6× 1014e−s−1m−2.
7https://github.com/rstrausb/ICACTI
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We have also experimented with additional cooling (Figure 15) using an external
TEC mounted to the side of the aluminum camera housing. We employed a Ferrotec 3-
stage Deep Cooling unit, capable of generating a ∆T = 111 C temperature differential
between the hot and cold side of the TEC. The entire camera was kept near 0 C in an
external, cooled enclosure and insulation was wrapped around the device and 3-stage
TEC. However, we did not achieve the expected 111 C temperature differential due to
the lack of direct contact between the 3-stage TEC and sensor. By measuring both
the signal level (dominated by dark current; Figure 15) and the signal variance in
several frames captured over a range of temperatures (Figure 16), we find an inverse
gain of approximately 3 e−/ADU. We find a read noise of about 12 e− per 16.3 ms
frame.
After moderately cooling the camera (down to -15 C), we achieve a dark current
of 1.42 × 1013e−s−1m−2. Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013 and Nagayama et al.
2014 achieve a more significant decrease in the dark current after similar cooling
(1.5 × 1012e−s−1m−2 and 1.4 × 1013e−s−1m−2, respectively). We have modeled the
change in dark current with respect to temperature using simple exponential functions,
of the form D(T ) = AeBT + C, where D(T ) is the dark current as a function of
temperature, T . These exponentials are plotted as a solid green line, for the Goodrich
detector, and as a solid blue line, for the Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe 2013, in Figure
15.
Separating the exponential and constant baseline (the dotted green components in
Figure 15), demonstrates that both our Goodrich detector, and the Sullivan, Croll,
and Simcoe 2013 detector have similar exponential behavior, with a large discrepancy
between the constant offsets. The large constant component still present when cooling
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the Goodrich detector is most likely due to the fact that we did not directly cool
sensor, and instead cooled the entire camera unit.
Directly cooling the sensor inside the Goodrich camera would require disassembly
of the camera. We would need to run longer wires from the electronics to the sensor,
attach the TEC to the back of the sensor, and run water cooling to pull heat from the
hot side of the TEC. This would all need to be enclosed in a larger aluminum case,
with fans to dump heat from the water cooling system. Although not yet developed,
such a scheme to apply direct cooling to the sensor would likely remove the pattern
noise found in the dark frames. An external triggering device could also be housed in
the new camera assembly (as motivated in Section 2.5).
Cooling the sensor directly, we expect to achieve a dark current on the order
of the sky background (≈ 6000e−s− per pixel in J-band for the telescopes we have
utilized; see Section 2.5). We can determine at which temperature this dark current
will occur using our exponential fit models; however, this temperature is very sensitive
to baseline level. If we assume a similar baseline to the Sullivan, Croll, and Simcoe
2013 detector, we should achieve a dark current comparable to the sky background
level at T = 0C. Even at a baseline level several times higher than the Sullivan, Croll,
and Simcoe 2013 detector, the temperature needed to achieve sky background levels
in the dark current would still be well within the cooling range of the Ferrotec TEC.
We note that our inferred inverse gain value is somewhat smaller than the manufac-
turer’s value quoted for 16.3 ms frames. This suggests some smoothing present in the
analog-to-digital conversion. By calculating the autocorrelation between subsequent
frames on a pixel-by-pixel bases, we determine that approximately 15 subsequent
frames show signs of correlation. We expect that this smoothing is due to the capac-
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Figure 15. The Effect of Temperature on the Dark Current of the Goodrich InGaAs
Detector
The effect of temperature on dark rate, utilizing an external 3-stage TEC. The units
on the right side y-axis denote the per pixel dark rate if each detector had the same
sized pixels (40 µm × 40 µm). The left y-axis shows the dark rate in terms of area
instead of pixels, so that the different detectors can be directly compared.
itors present in each pixel read-out. Our measurements of all astronomical sources
below were conducted using 1 s integration sums of the 16.3 ms frames, sufficiently
long enough to average over this capacitive smoothing. We estimate that the effective
inverse gain in a 16.3 ms frame is approximately 5 e−/ADU.
Using Figure 16, we are also able to determine the read noise of the detector.
Using the y-intercept, and converting to appropriate units, the read noise corresponds
to 12 e−frame−1 (90 e−s−1).
Finally, we note that cooling the InGaAs detector strongly comes at a price: the
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Figure 16. Goodrich InGaAs Detector Variance and Signal Relationship
The relationship between variance and signal is plotted, with the equation describing
the fit shown.
sensitivity to longer wavelength light is degraded for InGaAs (e.g. Figure 4-88. The
sensitivity lost by this detector would occur in the H-band, where the sky brightness
level is high, perhaps making the loss of sensitivity at longer wavelengths acceptable.
2.3.2 Quantum Efficiency, Persistence, and Linearity
We confirmed the advertised QE of the camera (Figure 13) by measuring monochro-
matic light with both the Goodrich camera and a photo-electric diode, with known
8https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/ssd/infrared_kird9001e.pdf
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responsivity. We measure a QE of > 80% between 950-1050 nm and > 60% between
1050-1700 nm. This wavelength range encompasses the entire J-band and most of the
H-band with moderate efficiency (> 60%), and importantly, the very clean Y -band at
high efficiency (> 80%).
The effects of charge persistence can be important for time domain astronomy,
in particular. To quantify the persistence, while the detector was collecting data, a
light source was turned on and off. We fit exponentials to this data, resulting in a
time constant of 23.9 ms for exponential growth (when the light was turned on) and
16.5 ms for decay (when the light was turned off). These time scales are on the order
of the individual frame time (16.3 ms) and are likely to be much shorter than any
natural timescales for typical astrophysical transients.
We also tested the linearity of our detector to ensure it was suitable to study the
wide range of magnitudes inherent in transient astronomy: from bright stars hosting
exoplanetary systems, to dim and distant SNe and GRBs. The Goodrich detector
exhibits a linear response over a range of 10 e− per pixel to 3× 106 e− per pixel (a
dynamic range of > 105).
2.4 Sky Testing
In order to verify our laboratory device characterization just discussed, we con-
ducted a number of on-sky imaging campaigns (Table 1). In addition to confirming
device properties utilizing a noise model for sources detected by the camera, which we
explore in Section 2.5 below, there were two major goals of these campaigns: (1) to
conduct proof of principle observations of both very bright sources and faint sources
near the noise floor of the device, and (2) to observe a sufficient number of field stars
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to allow for the photometric characterization of the camera in terms of flux and color
accuracy.
We mounted the Goodrich camera on an 18-inch (f/4.5) and 12-inch (f/10)
telescope and conducted sky testing from a roof top on ASU’s campus in Tempe,
Arizona. The sensor has a plate scale of 4.0 arcseconds/pixel on the sky on the 18-inch
telescope, with a field of view of 21.4 x 16.0 arcmin2. The sensor has a plate scale
of 2.7 arcseconds/pixel on the 12-inch telescope, with a field of view of 14.4 x 10.8
arcmin2. Due to the large size of the camera’s pixels on the sky, it is sometimes true
that the entire full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a star is contained in a single
pixel. At site with better seeing, this is likely to be a common occurrence. Single pixel
source monitoring could be useful for some high-precision photometric applications
which seek to mitigate the effect of intra-pixel and pixel-to-pixel gain variations.
The 18-inch Newtonian telescope, manufactured by JMI, features a highly stable,
36 inch split ring polar mount. The primary mirror and secondary diagonals used
for telescope are supplied by Galaxy Optics (Buena Vista, CO), which produce high
quality, large diameter Newtonian mirrors. It is a precision annealed, 2 inch thick
pyrex primary mirror floated on 18-points, which provides even support and prevents
pressure areas leading to distortion. The mirrors are manufactured to yield RMS
wavefront errors below that of the diffraction limit. The optical coating are custom fit
to be effective in the IR band, with a < 1/100 wave center to thickness variation and
mirror reflectivity of 98%. The 12-inch telescope is an LX-200 Cassegrain telescope
from Meade.
Data for the sky tests was collected and saved from the camera using the acquisition
software (Section 2.3). The data were then analyzed using a pipeline similar to the one
used for RATIR (Reionization And Transients Infrared/Optical camera; Littlejohns et
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al. 2015), as follows. Images were first reduced using flat-fielding algorithms in Python.
Stars in the reduced images are found using Source Extractor (Bertin and Arnouts
1996), and images are aligned based on those star locations using astrometry.net (Lang
et al. 2010). These aligned images are then stacked using SWARP (Bertin 2010).
Finally, photometry is obtained using Source Extractor on the stacked images.
The results of running our pipeline on data collected for the fields of the galaxy
Centaurus A and HD189733 are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. Additional
information about the data from these fields, as well as the field HAT-P-36, are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of Astronomical Fields Observed for On-Sky Testing of InGaAs
Detector
Figure Label Target RA (center)Dec (center)
Start Time (UTC)
End Time (UTC)
Effective Exposure
Time (s) Telescope
2013_10_29 HD 189733
20h00m30.189s
+22◦43
′
26.867”
2013-10-30T03:24
2013-10-30T04:55 463 12-inch Meade
2016_02_16 Centaurus A
13h25m37.200s
−42◦59′44.160”
2016-02-16T10:28
2016-02-16T13:20 8198 12-inch Meade
2016_04_14 HAT-P-36
12h33m35.204s
+44◦55
′
00.796”
2016-04-15T05:21
2016-04-15T09:46 14610 18-inch JMI
2016_04_26 HAT-P-36
12h33m15.343s
+44◦53
′
26.867”
2016-04-27T04:41
2016-04-27T08:33 12245 18-inch JMI
Additional information for the data plotted in Figures 17-24.
We targeted HD189733 and HAT-P-36 as they are known to host exoplanets.
Centaurus A was imaged a week after the detection of SN2016adj (Marples, Bock, and
Parker 2016). Despite blending with a nearby (J = 10.8 mag) star, image subtraction
with HOTPANTS (Becker 2015), using a convolved 2MASS J-band archival image as
a reference, reveals the J ∼ 13 mag supernova (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Centaurus A and SN2016adj Captured by the Goodrich InGaAs Detector
The field of Centaurus A, the host galaxy for the recent supernova, SN2016adj. The
images at the top are a zoom on the region of SN2016adj, and an image subtraction
of the same zoomed area of the sky. The image subtraction removes the foreground
star, revealing SN2016adj.
We collected the HD189733 data on the 12-inch telescope before the 18-inch
telescope was operational. The Centaurus A data were collected on the 12-inch
telescope due to the galaxy’s location on the sky and the fact that it would have been
challenging to point our 18-inch telescope that far South.
In the following sub-sections, we use the data from HD189733, Centaurus A, and
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Figure 18. Field of transiting exoplanet HD189733b capture by the Goodrich InGaAs
Detector
The field containing the exoplanet orbiting HD189733. The light curve showing a
detection of the exoplanet is shown in Figure 24. Additional information for these
images can be found in Table 1.
HAT-P-36 fields to determine the Goodrich camera’s performance on the sky, testing
its photometric performance, comparing its color to the established 2MASS (Skrutskie
et al. 2006) and Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) catalogs, and determining a
color correction term to compare our broadband results to these filtered catalogs. We
are able to detect exoplanet transits, as evidenced by the dip in the lightcurve of
HD189733 (Figure 24), associated with the transit of exoplanet HD189733b.
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2.4.1 Photometric Performance
We obtained photometry from as many stars from the HD189733, Centaurus A,
and HAT-P-36 fields as possible. In Figure 19, we have plotted the apparent magnitude
of the fields stars against their respective errors.
Figure 19. Goodrich InGaAs Photometric Precision
The photometric errors of detected stars compared to a model of statistical noise,
described in Section 2.5; the dashed line shows a model with a systematic error term,
and the dot-dashed line shows the same model without the systematic term. The
observations on these nights are detailed in Table 1.
The theoretical curves plotted in Figure 19, modeling the 18-inch and 12-inch
telescopes, are calculated in Section 2.5. We note that the models closely match the
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data, and as such we can use these models to predict whether an exoplanet transit
will be visible for stars of a certain magnitude.
Following the dot-dashed curve for the 18-inch telescope in Figure 19 to brighter
sources, we find that milli-magnitude precision should be possible for stars brighter
than J = 8.
2.4.2 Color Correction
If the camera is used without a bandpass filter, as it was in the sky testing presented
in this paper, a color-correction term may be needed to compare the measured
magnitude of sources to the J , H, and Y band measurements from established
catalogs. We compare our data from the nights described in Table 1 to catalogs from
2MASS for J and H bands, and Pan-STARRS for Y band. There are no Pan-STARRS
data, however, for the Centaurus A field, as that survey did not collect data south of
declination -30 degrees.
Comparing our magnitude to the J and H bands from 2MASS yields a color term
of -0.05± 0.03 (Figure 20). This small color correction term demonstrates that the
bulk of light collected by the camera is in the J-band, with a small fraction of light in
the H-band.
The overall photometric accuracy is plotted in Figure 21. Including the color term
derived above, the photometry is accurate (within the error bars) for both bright
(J ≤ 12) stars and fainter stars where the uncertainties are large.
There is also potentially a color correcting in the blue due to the detector response
shortward of J-band (Figure 13). Comparing our magnitudes with the J-band from
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Figure 20. Goodrich InGaAs J-H Color Correction Term
A color correction term is given by the slope of the line (-0.05) through the data.
This term is important for comparing our instrumental magnitudes with catalog
magnitudes (J and H taken from the 2MASS catalog). J ′ is the expected magnitude,
given J and H from the catalog and applying the color correction term.
2MASS and the Y -band from Pan-STARRS, we derive a color correction term of
0.01± 0.03 (consistent with zero), as seen in Figure 22; the accuracy of this color
correction term is shown in Figure 23.
With the small J −H color correction and the even smaller J − Y color correction
of (-0.05 and 0.01, Figures 21 and 23, respectively), we note that our (unfiltered)
camera acts very much like a filtered J-band camera. There appears to be an overall
blue-ward shift in the color data when using the 12-inch telescope compared to the
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Figure 21. Goodrich InGaAs J-H Color Correction Accuracy
The accuracy of the color correction is shown by comparing our measured magnitude
relative to the expected magnitude J ′. The observations on these nights are detailed
in Table 1.
18-inch telescope (or a red-ward shift in the 18-inch telescope compared to the 12-inch
telescope) as seen in Figures 20 and 22.
2.4.3 HD189733b Transit
The exoplanet HD189733b was detected around its host star by Bouchy et al. 2005
using radial velocity measurements. It was verified spectroscopically shortly thereafter
by the same group (Bouchy et al. 2005). HD189733 is a well studied system, due to
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Figure 22. Goodrich InGaAs J-Y Color Correction Term
The color correction term is given by the slope of the line (0.01) through the data.
This term is important for comparing our instrumental magnitudes with catalog
magnitudes (J taken from the 2MASS catalog and Y taken from Pan-STARRS). J ′ is
the expected magnitude, given J and Y from the catalogs and applying the color
correction term.
the brightness of the star (J and H ≈ 7; Skrutskie et al. 2006) and the depth of the
transiting exoplanet (a &2% decrease in star brightness; Bouchy et al. 2005).
Despite non-ideal conditions (bright sky, hot buildings, etc.), the latter half of one
transit was recorded. Our light curve is shown in Figure 24. Additional information
about this observation can be found in Table 1. Having demonstrated that we are
capable of detecting exoplanet transits, we have continued to work with the Goodrich
detector to obtain exoplanet light curves. Lightcurves for the HAT-P-33 system, as
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Figure 23. Goodrich InGaAs J-Y Color Correction Accuracy
The accuracy of the color correction is shown by comparing our measured magnitude
relative to the expected magnitude J ′. The observations on these nights are detailed
in Table 1.
well as several others, will be presented, in conjunction with data taken simultaneously
with RATIR, in a follow-up paper.
2.5 Discussion of Noise Properties
In order to characterize the quality of our data acquisition and to allow for future
observation planning, we must understand the sources of noise for our detector.
Equation 2.1 summarizes the expected signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) as a function of
sources of signal in the detector:
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Figure 24. Light Curve of Transiting Exoplanet HD189733b captured with Goodrich
InGaAs Detector
Unfiltered observation of the transit of the 7th magnitude system HD 189733. This
proof of concept observation was taken with the Goodrich detector on a rooftop of a
building on the Arizona State campus in Tempe, AZ. We identify the correct transit
depth and end time. The data were taken with a 12 inch Meade telescope with a
plate scale of 2 arcsec/pixel.
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SN
=
N∗√
N∗ + npND + npNS + npDT + npRN2 + (σN∗)2
, (2.1)
where N∗ is the electron count from the source during the exposure time, ND is
the number of dark current electrons from the sensor, NS is the sky brightness in
electrons, NT is the number of electrons due to the thermal emissions of the instrument
(telescope, camera window, etc.), RN is the read noise, and σ is a systematic term
to represent any errors that scale with the source brightness. The factor np is the
number of pixels used to extract a source from an image. Here, we are assuming
the counts (ND, NS, N∗, and NT ) are Poisson distributed. The read noise is squared
in the noise calculation as it is a Gaussian noise source; the systematic term, with
error proportional to σ, is also assumed to be Gaussian. Having thoroughly tested
the camera in the laboratory and on the sky, we can now compare our observed
measurement uncertainties to calculations of the noise properties, using Equation 2.1.
Assuming we cool the camera with its internal TEC (T ≈15 C), the dark current,
ND, is 5.2 × 104 e−s−1pixel−1. Cooling the camera with an external TEC to −5C
reduces the dark rate to 2.5× 104 e−s−1pixel−1, as seen in Figure 15. It should be
noted that we believe this is not the actual temperature of the sensor, but instead the
temperature inside the camera; if we were able to directly cool the sensor, the dark
should be much lower at −5C.
We note that the color plots in Figures 20 and 22, suggest that our detector
operates almost exclusively in the J-band. Assuming the data from Las Campanas in
Chile as a best case scenario, the sky background, NS, has a level of 6600 e−s−1pixel−1
in the J-band (Persson et al. 2002).
In Figure 15, we show that the read noise (RN in Equation 2.1) of the Goodrich
detector is 12 e−pixel−1frame−1. We currently capture data with a frame time of 16
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ms, which means that 60 of these frames are added to create a one second exposure.
Adding 60 frames together brings the read noise up to 90 e−pixel−1s−1. This read
noise is on the order of the sky background, but is much smaller than the contribution
of dark noise. The level of the read noise can be reduced dramatically by externally
triggering exposures for the entire one second. We have verified this in the laboratory
but do not typically use external triggering in our on-sky setup.
Assuming the equipment in the experimental setup acts as a black body, the
thermal noise registered by the sensor would be 4850 e−s−1 across the entire collecting
area. On a pixel level, this noise, NT , is negligible (< 1e−s−1pixel−1).
The remaining sources of noise in Equation 2.1 depend on N∗, the flux from the
source itself. For a source of a given magnitude, the flux can be calculated using
Equation 2.2,
magAB = −2.5 log( F
3631× 10−23 ) (2.2)
where F is the flux from the source, and 3631 × 10−23 is a conversion factor from
Jansky to cgi units. This flux can be converted into a signal on the detector using
Equation 2.3,
F =
h× ν × g
dν × A×QE ×
C
dt
(2.3)
where h is Plank’s constant, ν is the frequency of light, g is the inverse gain of the
camera, dν is the bandwidth over which the observation is done, A is the collection
area of the telescope, QE is the quantum efficiency of the camera and telescope
together, C is the number of counts on the detector, and dt is the integration time
over which the data are collected.
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The inverse gain of the camera is 5 e− per count (Section 2.3). The quantity ν/dν
is about 0.24 in the J-band, which was the dominant color as seen in Figures 20 -
23. When the mirrors of the telescope, both primary and secondary, are taken into
account, a conservative estimation of the total QE is around 20%. The two telescopes
used for testing have an 18-inch and 12-inch primary mirror respectively, which is
used to calculate the area, A. The quantity C/dt is either the count rate from a source
of interest or is taken as the number of counts per second from the statistical sources
of noise to determine limiting magnitudes.
Given the magnitude of a source, we can calculate the theoretical contribution
to the noise by statistical sources, using the denominator of Equation 2.1. This is
shown in Figure 19, with the “Model” curves for both the 18-inch telescope and the
12-inch telescope. The dashed line models in Figure 19 include the systematic term,
σ, from Equation 2.1, while the dot-dashed line models do not include the systematic
term. The data from the 12-inch telescope in Figure 19 (the red triangles and orange
diamonds) show that there is systematic uncertainty preventing precision better than
10 mmag. Our sensitivity is somewhat better with the 18-inch telescope. In any case,
we are confident that this systematic term is not due to the camera, but instead due to
poor observing conditions (very bright sky in the Phoenix, AZ metro area). Evidence
for this can be seen in Figure 15 (e.g., the right-most point in the right panel), where
we demonstrate stability in the laboratory to better than 1.5 mmag.
The dot-dashed lines have been included in Figure 19 to show the precision we can
expect at a darker site. The dashed line theoretical curves go through the observational
data points at lower magnitudes (due to the systematic term, σ).
Optimal ground-based observations tend to be sky-noise-limited. In order for our
detector to operate in a regime dominated by sky noise, the detector would need to
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be cooled directly, which would involve redesigning the camera housing. Following
the trend seen in Figure 15, the Goodrich detector would need to be cooled to 0 C in
order to have a dark signal approximately equal to sky emission. As mentioned above
(Section 2.3), cooling the sensor significantly may lead to a loss of sensitivity at longer
wavelengths. This trade-off could be acceptable due to the small fraction of H-band
light detected, as seen in Figure 20, and the higher sky noise in the H-band.
2.6 Conclusion
We have thoroughly tested a Goodrich InGaAs detector in the laboratory and
on the sky for use in transient astronomy. Our laboratory testing (e.g., Figure 15),
indicates that the Goodrich detector performs similarly to previously tested InGaAs
detectors. At room temperature (20 C), the Goodrich detector has a dark rate of
57,000 e−s−1 per pixel. We determined the read noise of the detector to be 12e− per
frame, and the gain of the detector to be 5 e− per count (Figure 15). The QE (Figure
13) was confirmed to be between 60-90% over a wavelength range that includes Y , J ,
and parts of H band (900-1700 nm). Due to large pixels and highly-stable readout,
the detector’s response is linear over a factor of > 105 in dynamic range.
Through sky testing, we conclude that the unfiltered detector yields photometry
comparable to a filtered J-band detector. Comparing our data to 2MASS and Pan-
STARRS, we derive a J −H color term of -0.05± 0.03 (Figures 20) and a J − Y color
term of 0.01± 0.03 (consistent with zero; Figure 22). We have shown that we are
able to successfully model the noise present in our system (Figure 19), and using that
model we can predict whether or not we will be able to study certain transient sources.
By catching the tail-end of the transit of HD189733 (Figure 24), we have shown
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that the Goodrich camera is capable of detecting exoplanet transits and that our
data-reduction pipeline is capable of extracting meaningful light curves, with better
than 1% photometry, from the data. Even though under-sampled, the images are
amenable to image subtraction using existing 2MASS catalog data, making possible
faint source identification in potentially crowded fields (i.e., SN2016adj in Figure 17).
According to the noise model fits to our data (Figure 19), we expect to achieve
milli-magnitude precision for J < 8 sources on an 18-inch telescope. This level of
precision is achieved without any advanced dithering routines, such as the snapshot
technique (Mann, Gaidos, and Aldering 2011), or any additional cooling. Implementing
these would potentially push our noise ceiling down to a regime dominated by sky
background. Overall, we find that mounting to smaller telescopes has the benefit of
allowing for a larger area of the sky to be imaged, while also allowing for more sky
background to potentially dominate the dark noise at each pixel. With the InGaAs
camera mounted to a larger telescope, a finer resolution on the sky is possible; however
this combination will tend to lead to a noise budget dominated by dark noise.
Based on our work with the InGaAs detector in the laboratory and on the sky, we
can place limits on the brightness of sources we can study. For very bright sources, such
as exoplanet transits around bright stars, we are limited by the pixel well depth of 107
electrons; if the well depth is achieved in a one second exposure, we can study sources
as bright as J = 3.9, before saturation on an 18-inch telescope at a signal-to-noise
level of over 3000 (0.4 mmag precision). For dimmer sources, such as distant SNe or
GRBs, our thresholds are set by statistical sources of noise. In our best case scenario,
we are limited by the sky background; this would require lowering our dark, by cooling
the detector to 0◦C (Figure 15). If the sky background is the dominant source of
noise, we expect to be able to resolve sources of J = 16.35 at 10σ in a one minute
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exposure with the InGaAs detector mounted to an 18-inch telescope. The field of view
of the detector on our 18-inch (f/4.5) telescope is 16′ × 21′.
Current generation, off-the-shelf, InGaAs detectors offer a cost-effective way to
study the NIR sky, as they do not need the drastic (and therefore expensive) cooling
that HgCdTe detectors require. The low cost of these detectors would make them
useful for compound focal planes or to enable arrays of small telescopes each with
single or a few detectors. It would, therefore, be possible to build up sky coverage
for monitoring multiple bright sources or for conducting wide-field, sky-limited (but
relatively shallow) surveys in the NIR. Both of these science cases would benefit from
the large detector pixels of the device we have studied. The large well-depth allows
for monitoring of very bright sources, while the large pixels (i.e. on the sky) allow us
to potentially reach the sky-background limit with modest cooling.
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Chapter 3
EVIDENCE FOR A BRIGHT-EDGED JET IN THE OPTICAL/NIR
AFTERGLOW OF GRB 160625B
3.1 Abstract
Using deep and high-cadence gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglow data from RATIR,
we observe a sharp and achromatic light curve break 12.6 days after the GRB,
accompanied by an approximately achromatic bump. Fitting of the optical, NIR, and
X-ray data suggest a very narrow (2 degree) jet which remains collimated at late-time.
We argue that the sharp light curve bump suggests an edge brightened jet, perhaps
emitting only during a brief period of lateral jet expansion. The lightcurve also
exhibits a gradual spectral evolution lasting > 10 days. The evolution of the flux can
be modeled as Flux ∼ ( t
[20days]
)α( λ
[800nm]
)β, with a temporal slope α = −0.956± 0.003
and a gradually time-varying spectral slope β = (0.60±0.07)+(0.26±0.06)log( t
20days
)
.
3.2 Introduction
GRB 160625B was detected by NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope’s γ-ray
burst monitor (Meegan et al. 2009) as a one-second long pulse (Dirirsa et al. 2016).
Automatic follow up by the Large Area Telescope (Atwood et al. 2009) resulted in
detection of another bright, but longer lasting (≈ 30 seconds) pulse about three
minutes later. This later pulse peaked at a visual magnitude of 7.9, and a secondary
peak exhibiting significant polarization was detected 16 seconds later by the MASTER-
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IAC telescope (Lipunov et al. 2010). We focus here on late-time, afterglow data in the
riZY JH bands captured with the Reionization And Transients Infra-Red/Optical
camera (RATIR) (Butler et al. 2012) which was presented but not thoroughly modeled
in (Troja et al. 2017). Over fifty observing nights after the GRB, we are able to
measure a so-called “jet break” with unprecedented cadence and sensitivity across
multiple optical/NIR bands. We also study Swift X-ray and Ultra-Violet (UV) data
captured during the same epoch.
These data potentially allow us to obtain unique constraints on the jetting of the
afterglow and the possibility of lateral expansion of the jet. At early times, the high
bulk Lorentz factor, Γ ≈ 103, of the outflow permit us to view only a narrow region
of angular size 1/Γ of the jet. The polarization detected by MASTER peaked at
8± 0.5% (Troja et al. 2017), suggestive of a jet viewing angle which is slightly off-axis.
As the blast wave decelerates, more of the jet becomes visible. Once 1/Γ ∼ θ jet, the
edge of the jet becomes visible and the flux begins declining more rapidly as the
energy per solid angle begins decreasing (Rhoads 1997, 1999; Rybicki and Lightman
1986). The edges of the jet come into causal contact at about this point, and the
jet can potentially begin spreading laterally (see, e.g., Wygoda, Waxman, and Frail
2011; Eerten and MacFadyen 2012; Granot and Piran 2012). If the jet spreads, it
can effectively halt the blast wave expansion and further decrease the afterglow flux
(Rhoads 1999; Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999; Granot et al. 2001; Wygoda, Waxman,
and Frail 2011).
Detailed observations and accurate models for jet breaks are critical because they
allow us to determine opening angle of the jet (Frail et al. 2001), which is crucial in
turn for understanding GRB energetics (Freedman and Waxman 2001; Wygoda et al.
2016; Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999; Kocevski and Butler 2008; Ghirlanda, Ghisellini,
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and Lazzati 2004; Ghirlanda et al. 2013; Amati, L. et al. 2002) and rates (Rhoads
1997; Wanderman and Piran 2010; Butler, Bloom, and Poznanski 2010; Jimenez and
Piran 2013; Fenimore and Ramirez-Ruiz 2000). In addition, high-cadence observations
with small error bars (as we have here) can potentially allow us to measure the energy
and velocity structure of the jet (e.g., Granot and Kumar 2003; Rossi et al. 2002;
Kumar and Granot 2003; Lipunov, Postnov, and Prokhorov 2001) and to constrain
the hydrodynamical processes that potentially lead to a spreading jet (Sari, Piran,
and Halpern 1999; Granot et al. 2001; Mao and Wang 2001; Zhang et al. 2006).
3.3 Analysis
RATIR photometry for GRB 160625B in the riZY JH bands, reduced as described
in (Troja et al. 2017), along with measurements reported by the it Swift UVOT and
XRT are shown in Figure 25. A dominant feature in the RATIR and XRT data is an
apparently achromatic temporal “jet-break” at a time of about 12 days. Interestingly,
there is a slight brightening (i.e. the temporal power-law decay is less steep around
the jet break than at early times) present just prior to this jet-break. The feature is
present in all the RATIR bands with comparable amplitude, suggesting a color similar
to that of the afterglow. The jet-break, and the brief re-brightening just before it,
can be seen more clearly in the inset of Figure 25, where the RATIR data have been
normalized with respect to the early H-band behavior.
The Swift XRT data (Figure 25), reduced using our automated pipeline9, show
a power-law decline in flux as t−1.20±0.02 prior to the break. The spectrum, with a
9http://butler.lab.asu.edu/swift
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Figure 25. GRB 160625B RATIR and Swift Lightcurves
The afterglow lightcurve for GRB 160625B in the riZY JH bands from RATIR.
X-ray and UV data are from Swift. The inset lightcurves are normalized by the early
time H-band to better display the jet break and bump. The data in both graphs are
fit with the model described in Section 3.3. Additional information about the fits can
be found in Table 2. The data presented in this figure can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 2. GRB 160625B Light Curve Fitting Parameters
Band θ1 θ jet B(%) α1 α2 χ2/ν
r 1.75± 0.05 2.40± 0.05 22.0± 2.1 0.971± 0.002 1.59± 0.06 1.31
i 1.90± 0.10 2.40± 0.05 18.6± 1.9 0.966± 0.002 1.64± 0.05 1.10
Z 2.00± 0.15 2.35± 0.05 23.4± 3.6 0.953± 0.004 1.58± 0.10 0.87
Y 1.95± 0.25 2.35± 0.05 17.8± 4.6 0.931± 0.005 1.73± 0.21 0.80
J 1.95± 0.35 2.35± 0.15 29.8± 9.8 0.904± 0.005 1.37± 0.16 2.91
H 1.15± 0.50 2.80± 1.10 23.3± 12.5 0.880± 0.006 2.19± 0.90 1.65
UV ... ... ... 1.013± 0.032 ... 0.32
X-ray ... 2.5± 0.3 < 20.5 (1-σ) 1.202± 0.022 2.06± 0.22 1.64
Fitting parameters from the solid line models plotted in Figures 25 and 27,
corresponding to Equation 3.2.
mean count rate of 0.014 cps (0.3-10 keV), is well-fitted (χ2/ν = 68.57/75) by an
absorbed power-law with photon index Γ = 2.07 ± 0.06 and an absorbing column
of NH = 4.4 ± 0.1 × 1021 cm−2 at z = 1.406 in addition to the Galactic absorbing
column. The mean unabsorbed flux is (103± 5) nJ at 1 keV.
Assuming the standard external shock model (e.g., Sari, Piran, and Narayan 1998)
for a constant density circum-burst medium (CBM), in the slow-cooling regime with
a cooling break below the X-ray band, the X-ray temporal and spectral indices imply
and are consistent with a power-law index for the shocked electrons of p = 2.26± 0.03.
Assuming the optical/NIR bands are below the cooling break, the implied temporal
decay is t−0.94±0.02. This is similar to the typical decay laws we observe (Figure 25;
Table 2), although the observed indices are not constant across the optical/NIR bands.
The early-time optical/NIR spectral energy distribution (SED) is consistent with
the expected Fν ∝ ν−0.6 (Fλ ∝ λ0.24 in Figure 26) spectrum, absorbed by AV ∼ 0.1
of SMC-type dust (Pei 1992). The 1 keV to r-band flux ratio (∼ 50; Figure 25) is
consistent with a cooling break initially near the X-ray band.
The temporal decay law in the optical/NIR bands flattens slightly with increasing
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Figure 26. GRB 160625B RATIR SED
The spectral evolution of GRB 160625B over the RATIR bands, as well as UV from
Swift. The data are fit with a power law attenuated by SMC extinction (Pei 1992).
The inset shows the evolution of the spectral power-law index, β, over time; the
power-law index and fit statistics can be found in Table 3. The data presented in this
figure can be found in the Appendix.
wavelength (Figure 25, inset; Table 2). The data are well-fitted as α(λ) = (0.938±
0.003)−2.5(0.08±0.01)log(λ/ [980 nm]). The result is a slow and continuous reddening
that yields an optical/NIR SED (Figure 26) described by a gradually steepening power-
law index, β = (0.60± 0.07) + (0.26± 0.06)log( t
20days
)
, reaching Fλ ∝ λ0.6−0.7 by the
end of the observation. The evolution of the spectral power law index – likely due to
a gradual passage of the synchrotron spectrum beginning prior to our observations –
may or may not continue through the jet-break (Figure 26, inset). The color transition
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Table 3. GRB 160625B SED Fitting Parameters
Time (days) β χ2/ν
0.36-0.51 0.24 ± 0.07 0.96
1.41-1.52 0.39 ± 0.07 1.40
2.27-2.52 0.42 ± 0.07 1.61
3.30-4.53 0.45 ± 0.07 1.36
5.31-6.45 0.63 ± 0.08 2.50
7.30-16.41 0.61 ± 0.07 3.42
19.25-26.51 0.70 ± 0.11 5.84
Fits for the power-law models describing the spectral evolution of GRB 160625B
plotted in Figure 26; all models are fit using an AV = 0.05± 0.04 in SMC law
extinction (Pei 1992) in the host galaxy.
prior to 10 days is gradual and smooth, with no break in either the spectrum or
lightcurve. We see no evidence for any strong spectral evolution during the jet break,
with the synchrotron cooling frequency likely to be above the RATIR bandpass until
at least approximately 30 days after the GRB.
We determine the jet opening angle, θ jet = Γ(t jet)−1, using the jet break time t jet
as
θ jet = Γ
−1(tjet) = 3.27
(
tjet
days
)3/8(
1 + z
2
)−3/8(
E iso
1053 erg
)−1/8(
η
0.2
)1/8(
n
0.1 cm−3
)1/8
= 2.28
(
tjet
12.6 days
)3/8
degrees
(3.1)
(Frail et al. 2001). Here, we have inserted values for the redshift z, the isotropic energy
in γ-rays E iso, the efficiency of converting the ejecta kinetic energy into γ-rays η, and
the CBM density n from (Troja et al. 2017). If we make the simplifying assumption
that we are viewing the jet exactly on-axis, we can use Equation 3.1 to convert between
observed time and the observable extent of the jet 1/Γ(t). The light curve can then be
divided by the empirical, wavelength-dependent, early-time decay law to reconstruct
the apparent jet profile Fj(θ = 1/Γ) (Figure 27).
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Figure 27. GRB 160625B Jet Profile
The emissivity of GRB 160625B’s jet with respect to jet angle for all bands (with i
and r bands highlighted), showing a structured jet with bright edges. The blue and
red curves are the model shown in Equation 3.2; the black and gray curves show
physical models derived in Section 3.4 for two-component jets.
We discuss the relation between Fj(θ) and the jet emissivity j(θ) in detail below in
Section 3.4. In the uniform, or homogeneous, jet model (e.g. Rhoads 1997; Sari, Piran,
and Halpern 1999), Fj = 1 until the edge of the jet becomes visible at 1/Γ = θ jet.
After this time, in the absence of jet spreading, Fj(θ) = (θjetΓ)2, and the flux steepens
by a factor (t/tjet)−3/4 in time. This model fits the data well at early and late time
in all bands (see, Figure 25). However, the lightcurve bump that occurs near the jet
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break requires an additional component. We assume a phenomenological model:
Fj(θ = 1/Γ) =

1, θ ≤ θ1
1 +B(θ − θ1)2/(θ jet − θ1)2, θ1 < θ ≤ θ jet
1 +B(θ jet/θ)
2, θ > θjet
. (3.2)
The apparent jet flux Fj(θ) is constant until 1/Γ = θ1, after which point it increases
quadratically by a limb-brightening factor B at the edge of the jet, θ jet. We find that
all bands are well-fitted by such a model with consistent values for the parameters
(Table 2). The X-ray data do not require a bump, but they also cannot rule out
the optical/NIR bump at > 1σ significance (∆χ2 = 2.28 for 2 additional degrees of
freedom). The model is also over-plotted in Figure 25 using the mean fit parameters
(θ1 = 1.80± 0.05◦, θjet = 2.40± 0.03◦, B = 20.5± 1.2%) to compute t−α(λ)Fj(θ).
3.4 Discussion
Bumps of varying shapes and sizes have been observed in GRB afterglows. A con-
temporaneous supernova (SN) can cause a re-brightening in the afterglow lightcurves
(Bloom et al. 1999; Hjorth and Bloom 2012). However, at z = 1.406 (Xu et al. 2016;
D’Elia, Melandri, and Malesani 2016), typical SNe (absolute magnitude M = −19)
would be 5 magnitudes fainter than the bump in Figure 25. The bump has a red
color consistent with that of the afterglow, quite unlike the very blue color of the
brightest SNe (e.g., Dong et al. 2016). Furthermore, SNe have very broad temporal
brightening features (e.g., Bloom et al. 1999) , very different from the sharp bump in
the afterglow of GRB 160625B. Reprocessing the afterglow light by dust in the CBM
can, in principle, generate bumps in the NIR but not typically in the r band (e.g.,
Waxman and Draine 2000; Esin and Blandford 2000). As the optical transition from
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reverse-shock to forward-shock dominated emission is early (t < 1 day; Troja et al.
2017), it is not likely to contribute the sharp bump 10 days after GRB 160625b.
X-ray flaring is a common effect seen in many early afterglows (e.g., Galama et al.
1998). Attributed to a central engine that is still active (Li et al. 2012; Galama et al.
1998), these features are similarly narrow in time – dt/t ∼ 0.1 for early (e.g., Chincarini
et al. 2007) and late (e.g., Curran et al. 2008) flares – but refreshed shocks typically
occur within hours of the GRB (Panaitescu, Mészáros, and Rees 1998; Li et al. 2012)
and also exhibit harder spectra than the afterglow (e.g., Butler and Kocevski 2007).
It is important to note that there is no observed change to the color evolution in the
SED around the time of the re-brightening.
It seems most natural to assume that the increase in flux just before the jet break
is not coincidental, but that the phenomena are related. However, it is important
to note that the effects of relativistic beaming would permit a jet with bright edges
(e.g., as implied in Equation 3.2 above, or Kumar and Granot 2003) to be observed
at quite early time, yielding smooth temporal variations in the observed flux with
dt/t ∼ 1. A jet with a bright edge that does not change with time would produce a
wide bump in the light curve starting at earlier times than the bump in Figure 27.
To see this, we can derive the observed jet structure starting with a model for the
rest-frame emissivity j′ of the jet; a complete derivation of the following equations
can be found in Appendix B. The expected flux is
fν(t) = 2piDΓ
−2
∫
ϕ2dϕ
∫
j′ν(t
′,Ω′)dµ
(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2 (3.3)
(see, Woods and Loeb 1999), where D is the distance from the source to the observer
and ϕ is the angle to the jet edge as viewed by the observer. Here, β = v/c and
Γ = 1/
√
1− β2; µ is the cosine of the angle between the velocity and the direction
of the observer. We now assume a spherical blast wave traveling directly toward the
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observer and a infinitesimally thin emitting shell with zero emissivity beyond an angle
θ = θjet:
j′ = A0t′−aν ′−bδ(r − βct)H(θjet − θ). (3.4)
Here, a is the power-law temporal index and b is the power-law spectral index. The
rest-frame time, t′, and the lab-frame time, t, are related by t′ = t+ rµ/c, and r is the
radius of the blast wave. The function H is the Heaviside function. Following (Woods
and Loeb 1999), we can use the delta function to integrate over the viewing angle ϕ
to obtain:
fν(t) = 2piβA0
(
c
D
)2
t2−aν−b
Γ2+b
(1− β)4−a+b
(4− a+ b)
(
1−
[
(1− β)
(1− βµmin)
]4−a+b)
, (3.5)
with µmin = cos(θ jet). The term in the square brackets goes to zero at early time, and
the pre-factor is the flux due to a spherical, non-jetted blast wave, fν,sphere. Defining,
Fj = fν/fν, sphere, we have:
Fj = 1− [(1− β)/(1− βµmin)]4−a+b ≈ 1− (1 + (Γθ jet)2)−n, (3.6)
where we have taken the small angle limit. Like Fj above in Equation 3.2, this function
is constant (Fj = 1) at early time and then falls like (Γθjet)2 ∼ t−3/4 at late time,
due to the relationship, Γ ∝ t−3/8, seen in Equation 3.1. The index n ≈ 4 affects
the sharpness of the break, since the flux decays as t−αν−b, α = 1/4 + a/4 + 3b/8
and n = 5 − 4α + 5b/2. The indices α and b above and below the cooling break
are constrained by closure relations and, in terms of the electron power law index p,
n = 11/2− p/2 and n = 7(1− p/4) below and above the cooling break, respectively.
Hence, for p = 2, we expect a slightly sharper break below the cooling break (n = 4.5)
than above the cooling break (n = 3.5).
A narrow jet (θ1) with a large Γ enveloped by a wider jet (θ2) with a smaller Γ
can be modeled from Equation 3.6 as Fj(θ1) + (1 +B)(Fj(θ2)− Fj(θ1)). Plotted in
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Figure 27 (as Two Component Jet), this model shows that relativistic beaming does
not simply restrict the observer to view a portion 1/Γ of the jet. Rather, because the
emissivity versus angle is convolved with the relative Doppler factor, 1 + (Γθ)2, to
some power, a jet with an increased edge emissivity tends to produce temporally broad
light curve variations (dt/t ≈ 1). Some mechanism must be invoked to introduce
additional time dependence. A natural mechanism is the lateral spreading of the jet,
which can begin around the jet break time because the entire surface of the jet is
just coming into causal contact at that point. Granot 2007 argue that the the jet
angle should increase as θjet ≈ θ1 + cs/(cΓ), where cs is the sound speed, leading to an
approximately constant relative Doppler factor during the expansion. The function
F then remains flat for longer. More recent work on jet expansion points towards a
slower logarithmic jet expansion (Eerten and MacFadyen 2012; Zhang and MacFadyen
2009) as opposed to a fast exponential expansion (Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999;
Granot et al. 2001; Mao and Wang 2001).
To produce a narrow bump, we invoke the possibility of an instantaneous flash of
emission, modeled by replacing H in Equation 3.4 by H + j′e(θ)δ(t′− t′1)t′1. Here, j′e(θ)
is a dimensionless, relative emissivity which is zero within θ1. For θ > θ1, we define
j′e(θ) = B(θ − θ1)2/(θjet − θ1)2 (cf. Equation 3.2). With this addition, Fj (Equation
3.6) becomes:
Fj = 1− [1 + (Γθ jet)2]−n + n
(
t
t1
)−n
je
(
θ =
1
Γ
√
t− t1
t1
)
, (3.7)
where t1 is the observer-frame time corresponding to θ1. This model is plotted in
Figure 27, with B = 26.4%.
Jets with either homogeneous or a brighter central region (Granot and Kumar
2003), viewed on-axis, are not expected to have an increase in their afterglow light
curves. Jets with a brighter central region viewed slightly off-axis, may be able to
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cause a brief re-brightening before the jet break. If viewed from an angle not directly
along the central axis of the jet, but still inside the jet opening angle (0 < θview < θ jet),
the observer could detect an increase in flux as the brighter center of the jet came
into view. However, with these viewing conditions, we expect to see more complicated
jet-break behavior on long time-scales (dt/t ∼ 1; see, e.g., Kumar and Granot 2003).
Jet models are considered in (Kumar and Granot 2003) which have a Gaussian energy
profile and more exotic jet structures – such as ring- or fan-shaped jets (Granot 2007)
– exhibit more complex afterglow behavior (e.g. multiple jet breaks). Two-component
jets (Peng, Königl, and Granot 2005; Racusin et al. 2008) create smoother bumps at
earlier times (e.g. the two-component jet plotted in Figure 27), that are not consistent
with our short-duration bump and the ensuing rapid steepening by (Γθ jet)2 ∼ t−3/4.
It is also important to note that the functional form of this steepening is inconsistent
with the hypothesis of continued lateral expansion of the jet. That expansion tends
to halt the radial expansion of the fireball, producing a rapid flux decline in all bands
proportional to t−p (see, Sari, Piran, and Halpern 1999). We rule out that scenario at
the > 4σ level (Table 2), apparently consistent with hydrodynamical simulations (e.g.,
Kumar and Granot 2003). Although we think lateral expansion does not persist at
late time for this afterglow, we do think it is important near the jet break time. It is
a brief period of lateral expansion lasting dt/t ≈ df/f ≈ 0.2 that allows material just
outside the primary jet (θ > θ1 in Equation 3.2) to be shocked and to emit radiation.
Interestingly, the spectral evolution we observe for this event (Section 3.3) represents a
gradual loss of total blast wave energy of about 10% as compared to canonical models
involving spectral/temporal breaks (e.g., Sari, Piran, and Narayan 1998). It could
be that this energy reservoir, lurking near the edge of the jet, is tapped to make the
bump during a brief period of lateral jet expansion.
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3.5 Conclusion
With regular, nightly riZY JH band observations over a period of weeks – yielding
a . 3% typical photometric precision lightcurve – we are able to probe the internal jet
structure of the afterglow to GRB 160625B in unprecedented detail. We observe a brief
re-brightening in the afterglow light curve during the jet-break (Figure 25). We model
this increase in flux by invoking a structured jet with bright edges (Figure 27), emitting
instantaneously as the the jet expands laterally for a brief period. This interpretation
is driven largely by the simultaneity of the bump and break. The primary alternative
bump explanation surviving the arguments above – a weak pulse due to continued
central engine activity – cannot be ruled-out by the X-ray data, which do not show a
clear bump but are consistent with one. An admittedly more-pronounced X-ray bump
does coincide with a probable jet break in the case of the flaring GRB 050502B (e.g.,
Falcone et al. 2006). Moreover, there is at least one case (e.g., Berger et al. 2000) of a
similar multi-band optical bump present just before and not precisely simultaneous
with a well-studied jet break.
We also observe a wavelength-dependent temporal evolution in the afterglow
to GRB 160625B prior to the jet break, with temporal index α = 0.938 −
0.2 log(λ/[980 nm]). Following the break, the temporal decay indices are consis-
tent with those expected for a sharp-edged jet (increase by 3/4), with no lateral
expansion.
GRB 160625B exhibits a very sharply defined jet break corresponding to a very
narrow jet opening angle, θ jet ≈ 2◦, indicative of nearly-on-axis viewing of a highly
relativistic outflow impinging on a low density external medium (see, also, Troja et al.
2017). Typical jets should be observed at an angle θ view = 23θjet and may or may
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not exhibit pronounced lateral expansion. Both effects can introduce variations with
dt ≈ t (e.g., Granot 2007) and can tend to make jet break signatures in light curves
less distinct. Whatever mechanism created the bump for GRB 160625B (Figure 25)
also contributed to making a more distinct jet break, and this effect may or may not
be common. Additional deep, high-cadence, late-time observations are required to
uncover the light curve diversity and to yield a better understanding of why jet breaks
are so challenging to detect and measure in the Swift-era (e.g., Panaitescu 2007).
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Chapter 4
RATIR FOLLOW-UP OF FERMI-LAT EVENTS
4.1 Introduction
RATIR (Re-ionization And Transients InfraRed Camera) is a multi-band
(r, i, Z, Y, J,H) instrument mounted on the 1.5-meter Harold Johnson telescope at the
Observatorio Astronómico Nacional in San Pedro Martir, Baja California, Mexico.
As a robotic instrument, it was designed to automatically follow-up triggers from
the GCN within minutes (Watson et al. 2012; Klein et al. 2012), and has an auto-
mated data reduction pipeline. With coverage into the near-infrared, RATIR is well
suited to target gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglows, especially those at high redshifts
(Littlejohns et al. 2014).
RATIR relies on triggers from other telescopes, especially space-based telescopes, to
detect and localize GRBs for further study. These triggers are posted to The Gamma-
ray Coordinates Network (GCN), a network of space and ground-based telescopes
that look for and study GRBs. Launched in 2004, the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory,
carries the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT, Barthelmy et al. 2005) to locate GRBs,
and the X-ray Telescope (XRT, D. N. Burrows et al. 2005) and Ultraviolet/Optical
Telescope (UVOT, Roming et al. 2005) to study the GRBs and their afterglows. The
Fermi Space Telescope was launched in 2008 carrying the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor
(GBM, Meegan et al. 2009) and Large Area Telescope (LAT, Atwood et al. 2009)
instruments to detect and study GRBs over a wide range of γ-ray energies. Together
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these space-based telescopes are responsible for most of the GRB detections posted to
the GCN.
aLIGO’s first detection (Abbott et al. 2016) of gravitational waves (GWs) and
subsequent GRB-GW dual detection (Abbott et al. 2017c) ushered in a new era
of multi-messenger astronomy. With GW detectors posting notices to the GCN, a
strategy was developed to have RATIR follow-up on GW triggers, laid out in Golkhou
et al. 2018. RATIR’s narrow field of view (5.3’x5.3’ for r and i bands, and 5’x10’ for
ZY JH bands) makes following up GW triggers from aLIGO and VIRGO, with 100
square degree error regions, very challenging. To overcome this, a list of galaxies in
the aLIGO/VIRGO search region is generated; RATIR looks through a ranked list of
these galaxies, looking for new sources using image subtractions over multiple epochs.
Potential host galaxy measurements for an electromagnetic counterpart to the GW
from aLIGO/VIRGO Trigger G268556 are shown in Appendix D, Table 6; no new
sources were detected in these galaxies over the course of several nights of observation.
There are other ground based telescopes that regularly follow-up on GRB triggers
from the GCN. The Gamma-Ray Burst Optical and Near-infrared Detector (GROND,
Greiner et al. 2008) is a similar device to RATIR. GROND is a 7-channel (griZJHK)
instrument mounted on the 2.2-meter MPI/ESO telescope in La Silla, Chile. RATIR
and GROND operate in similar manners, and each have their advantages and disad-
vantages. GROND has a wider wavelength coverage, including g on the shorter end
and K on the longer end. GROND operates on a larger telescope, and is therefore
able to resolve fainter sources; however, GROND is not the only instrument used on
the MPI/ESO telescope. RATIR has a narrower bandpass, but includes a Y filter,
which can help in the determination of certain GRB redshifts. RATIR is the only
instrument mounted on the 1.5-meter Harold Johnson telescope. RATIR is located
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in the northern hemisphere, whereas GROND is located in the southern hemisphere.
This means that each telescope has access to unique parts of the sky, but also share
some overlap where both instruments can make detections.
4.2 RATIR Performance
Since it began operation in December 2012, there have been 195 unique RATIR
generated postings to the GCN for GRBs; RATIR will continue its work with funding
through at least 2020. Of the 195 GRBs followed-up by RATIR, 99 have been
detections, while 96 have been upper limits. For a list of detections and upper limits,
including magnitudes, exposure lengths, and observation times, see Appendix C, Table
5. Over its lifetime, RATIR has either detected and/or provided upper limits for on
average ≈ 2.71 GRBs every month (1.38±0.14 detections per month and 1.33±0.14
upper limits per month).
In Figure 28, the frequency of RATIR GRB follow-ups is plotted with two-month
long bins; in this figure we can see that RATIR has been functioning almost con-
tinuously, with gaps appearing during August and September of 2014 (maintenance
and monsoon season) and December 2015 through January 2016 (maintenance and
holidays).
While RATIR has been able to take data for much of its existence, there have
been large passages of time where n-IR data has not been available, due to problems
with the cryogenic cooling systems. As seen in Table 5, Y , J , and H coverage was
unavailable from October 2014 until February 2016, and Z, Y , J , and H coverage was
missing from February 2018 to August 2018. The reason for the long down times for
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Figure 28. Histogram of RATIR Observation Dates
The bi-monthly frequency of detections and upper limits for GRBs obtained by
RATIR during its operation. Data was taken from RATIR generated postings to the
GCN.
the n-IR detectors is that they must be shipped back to the US for maintenance, due
to ITAR restrictions.
The RATIR response time to investigating GRBs is plotted in Figure 29. We
note that RATIR most often follows up GRBs within the first hour, and most initial
observations occur within the first day of the GRB.
The median response time for RATIR is about 10 hours after the GRB is first
detected. Once RATIR has begun observation, the median observation time is 2.31
hours. During its observation time, RATIR has a median efficiency ( exposure timeobservation time) of
0.66 for r and i bands, and 0.24 for Z, Y , J , and H bands; the reason for the n-IR
bands having less than half the efficiency of the visible bands, is that when taking
n-IR data, RATIR must switch between two paired filters, ZJ and Y H.
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Figure 29. Histogram of RATIR Response Time
The response time of RATIR for following-up GRBs. Follow-ups occur most often
within the first hour after the GRB; there is a also a smaller secondary peak 12 hours
after the GRB, most likely due to the day-night cycle.
4.3 Conclusion
My work on this RATIR project is ongoing. I will be looking at the 24 Fermi
GRBs that RATIR has followed up, before proceeding to RATIR follow-up of other
triggers. A comprehensive look at RATIR follow-up of Swift events was published in
Littlejohns et al. 2015. In that paper 28 GRBs, where RATIR detections were made
after a Swift trigger, were analyzed; 40 additional Swift triggers were followed up by
RATIR, where only upper limits were obtained, at the time of that paper. There have
been 101 Swift GRBs that RATIR has followed-up since that publication. The third
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observation run of aLIGO is ongoing, and RATIR is continuing its program to try to
detect an electromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave.
We will look to compare the work done by RATIR and GROND to follow-up GRBs.
Finally, we will discuss some of the important results that RATIR has contributed to
and their implications.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, I have laid out the benefits of studying various transient astronomical
sources in the IR, detailed my work with detectors and instrumentation to take
advantage of those benefits, and demonstrated how IR data from transient sources
can probe new frontiers.
The near-infrared and short-wavelength infrared offer a unique window (750-
2500 nm) to study transient phenomena. IR light is not scattered as much as shorter
wavelength light (e.g., visible and ultraviolet wavelengths) by interstellar dust particles,
as those particles are typically smaller than IR wavelengths (e.g., Glass 1999); as
such, targeting GRB afterglows in the IR can reduce the number of dark GRBs (e.g.,
Greiner, J. et al. 2011). GRB afterglows have their peak brightness in the IR, and
last longer in this bandpass (e.g., van Eerten 2013; Rau et al. 2004); studying GRB
afterglow in both visible and IR wavelengths can lead to the identification of high
redshift events (e.g., Littlejohns et al. 2014). Kilonovae also have their peak brightness
in the IR (e.g., Tanvir et al. 2013; Berger, Fong, and Chornock 2013). GRBs and
kilonovae represent the most likely electromagnetic counterpart to gravitational waves
that are currently detectable.
Studying other transient sources in the IR offers advantages as well. Type Ia
supernova light curves are more standard in the IR (Friedman et al. 2015; Mandel,
Narayan, and Kirshner 2011). Exoplanet transit light curves are easier to identify in the
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IR due to reduced limb darkening (Neilson and Lester 2011; Howarth 2011). The study
of exoplanets around smaller, cooler M-type stars and Brown Dwarfs is also optimal
while operating in the IR (e.g., Osterman et al. 2012). These stars and sub-stellar
objects, have temperatures much lower than typical stars (. 3000K), and as such emit
more strongly in the IR than in shorter wavelengths. The temperature dependence of
limb darkening also means that objects at lower temperatures experience weaker limb
darkening. Observing these objects in the IR can also mitigate the attenuating effects
of dust, that can render these already very feint objects undetectable in visible or UV
wavelengths.
With these advantages of working in the IR in mind, I tested novel instrumentation
that looks to mitigate some of the drawbacks of the current standard for IR astronomy;
HgCdTe detectors must be cryogenically cooled to drive down the dark noise, leading
to instruments that are more complicated, prone to failure, heavy, and expensive. I
tested an InGaAs detector, a technology originally developed for the night vision and
surveillance industry, for use in astronomical research. Through extensive laboratory
and on-sky testing, I am able to show that InGaAs detectors can in fact make useful
contributions to the study of transient phenomena in the IR. Some highlights of this
work include detecting several exoplanet transits, as well as a nearby supernova, with
an InGaAs detector mounted on small (. 0.5-meter) telescopes from a rooftop at
ASU.
Using the established RATIR instrument, I was able to study GRB afterglows in
the IR with unprecedented precision, allowing me to probe the structure of a GRB
jet. GRB 160625B had a particularly interesting afterglow, with a brief re-brightening
before the jet-break, indicative of a jet-edge that is brighter than the center. My work
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with RATIR is ongoing to try to find more interesting GRBs, that can help shed light
on the unanswered questions surrounding these events.
5.2 Future Projects
The benefits of IR transient study provide excellent motivation to overcoming the
obstacles inherent in ground-based IR astronomy. Using InGaAs detectors, like those
described in Chapter 2, a system like DDOTI (see section 5.2.2) can be assembled at a
reasonable price (∼ $500, 000), allowing IR capabilities for a GW follow-up survey. A
cheaper alternative would be to upgrade existing survey telescopes with IR capabilities
using IR detectors and high efficiency dichroic mirrors. Dichroics split visible and IR
light using the principle of thin film interference (e.g., Macleod 2010) with minimal
losses (≈ 90% efficiency) compared to conventional beam splitters, that take half of
the available light (leaving at most 50% efficiency) and direct each half to the separate
visible and IR detectors.
Another way to study transient phenomena in the IR at relatively low costs would
be to make use of the CubeSat standard (Puig-Suari, Turner, and Ahlgren 2001); IR
detectors in orbit are not constrained by the brightness of the atmosphere. Using
InGaAs is an attractive option compared to other IR detectors that require cryogenic
cooling, leading to smaller, more cost-effective payloads. The compact design and
small mass, meager power consumption, and relatively low cost of the InGaAs camera
tested in Strausbaugh, Jackson, and Butler 2018 makes them viable candidates for
CubeSat missions on the order of a couple of years. With promising performance on a
CubeSat mission, larger InGaAs arrays could lead to science grade detectors capable
of warranting their own large space based telescope.
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The third observation run of aLIGO (O3) will hopefully detect more events with
possible EM counterparts, and I hope to be a part of the detection of an EM counterpart
using a transient survey telescope. These surveys offer other avenues for transient
studies that are not dependent on aLIGO. I hope to be involved in developing a
catalog for future transient detection using image subtraction and detecting transient
events that can be followed up by more sensitive instruments.
5.2.1 Continuing Work with RATIR
My work with RATIR will continue, as there are ongoing projects that I am
involved with. Following the plan laid out in Golkhou et al. 2018, we will follow-up
gravitational wave triggers from aLigo O3. I will finish my work looking back at
previous years of RATIR data, determining its efficiency in following up Fermi triggers,
and will look into incorporating data collected with GROND, a RATIR analogue in
the southern hemisphere; I plan to publish these results in The Astronomical Journal.
5.2.2 Deca-Degree Optical Transient Imager (DDOTI)
The Deca-Degree Optical Transient Imager (DDOTI), shown in Figure 30, is
currently being constructed at the Observatorio Astronómico Nacional in Sierra San
Pedro Martír, Baja California, México, on the same mountain as RATIR. DDOTI
consists of six 26-cm, co-mounted telescopes. The telescopes will operate in broadband
visible wavelengths with 6k by 6k CCDs; the combined sky coverage for all six
telescopes is 72 square degrees.
The large error regions (∼ 100 square degrees) for aLIGO, Virgo, and Fermi’s
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GBM drive the design decisions for DDOTI. With a 72 square degree field of view,
DDOTI will be able to search the entire error region within a few minutes down to
r ≈ 18 at 10σ. With these specifications, DDOTI should be able to identify bright
electromagnetic counterparts to GW signals detected by aLIGO, as well as double the
rate at which GBM-detected GRBs are localized.
The current strategy for source identification using DDOTI is to compare data
collected with DDOTI to existing surveys, such as the US Naval Observatory catalog
(USNO, Monet et al. 1998), which we regard as complete at r ≈ 18. Any sources
detected by DDOTI that are not present in the USNO catalog are flagged as possible
potential transient phenomena and can be followed up by more sensitive instruments,
like RATIR.
Future work with DDOTI will be to develop an efficient image subtraction algorithm
to provide real-time transient identifications. Once a database of light curves has been
developed, more sophisticated machine learning software can be deployed on DDOTI
data to find transients not detected by image subtraction.
Funding has already been approved for a DDOTI companion in France, with the
goal of developing a network that can provide continuous night sky coverage. Due
to relatively low cost of DDOTI (∼ $500k, Watson et al. 2016), another DDOTI
companion instrument could be constructed in the southern hemisphere which would
allow for entire sky coverage (not limited to only the northern hemisphere).
5.2.3 Post-Doctoral Position at the University of the Virgin Islands
I have accepted a post-doctoral position at the University of the Virgin Islands,
working with Professor Antonino Cucchiara. I will be able to continue my work with
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Figure 30. Rendering of DDOTI Telescope
A rendering of the six, co-mounted, 28-cm telescopes that make up the Deca-Degree
Optical Transient Imager (DDOTI). Adopted from Watson et al. 2016.
RATIR and DDOTI, as Professor Cucchiara is part of those collaborations. I will also
be working on the Deeper Wider Faster program (DWF, Andreoni and Cooke 2018),
as well as a BurstCube (Racusin et al. 2016) satellite prototype.
5.2.3.1 Deeper Wider Faster Program (DWF)
The DWF program (Andreoni and Cooke 2018) is a transient survey whose goal
is to identify transient phenomena on milli-second to hour timescales. Working
towards this goal is a network of instruments around the globe observing from
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radio wavelengths through gamma-rays. The science cases that will benefit from
rapid transient identification and study are as follows: supernova shock breakouts
and early time supernova beavior that can differentiate between different supernova
explosion mechanisms such as standing accretion shocks (Blondin, Mezzacappa, and
DeMarino 2003), magneto-rotational instabilities (Akiyama et al. 2003), acoustic
shocks (A. Burrows et al. 2007), and QCD phase-transitions (Sagert et al. 2009);
GRBs; kilonovae; orphan afterglows; electromagnetic counterparts to GWs; and fast
radio bursts (FRBs Lorimer et al. 2007), whose progenitors are unknown.
Infrastructure for the DWF program is already in place, with the Mary pipeline
(Andreoni et al. 2017) for rapid transient identification, visualization software for
human identification and verification of transients (Meade et al. 2017), and a novel
approach to compressing data (Vohl et al. 2017) for transfer to remote supercomputers
for source identification.
My work with the project will be to further develop the software for transient
identification, specifically with machine learning algorithms. I will also use my
knowledge of GRBs to aid in the detection of any afterglows or other electromagnetic
counterparts to GWs detected by the DWF program.
5.2.3.2 BurstCube
The BurstCube satellite will be a 6u CubeSat monitoring the sky for γ-rays,
and localizing the sources from events such as GRBs, and other flaring transient
phenomena (Racusin et al. 2016); a prototype of this satellite is being built at the
University of the Virgin Islands. BurstCube will use scintillation crystals and silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPM) to detect incoming γ-rays; this type of design has been used
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on the Fermi (Meegan et al. 2009) and BeppoSAX (Frontera, F. et al. 1997) satellites.
Cesium Iodide crystals will emit visible wavelength light when exposed to photons
with γ-ray energy (e.g., Nishimura et al. 1995); the visible light emitted can then be
detected using SiPM. The eventual goal will be to have multiple BurstCubes in orbit
to provide full-sky coverage, at a fraction of the cost of a flagship NASA mission.
I will contribute in the planning, design, and construction of the BurstCube
prototype by leveraging my previous experience with SiPM (Bouvier et al. 2013)
and my knowledge of GRBs and other transients. I hope that my experiences and
involvement with the BurstCube will help in my goal to propose and fund a CubeSat
operating in the IR with InGaAs detectors.
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Table 4. RATIR GRB 160625B Data
Days after
GRB
Exposure
(minutes) r i Z Y J H
0.37 1.2 18.24 ± 0.01 18.05 ± 0.01 17.99 ± 0.01 17.90 ± 0.01 17.79 ± 0.01 17.65 ± 0.02
0.39 1.2 18.29 ± 0.01 18.11 ± 0.01 18.03 ± 0.01 17.96 ± 0.01 17.85 ± 0.01 17.69 ± 0.02
0.41 1.2 18.35 ± 0.01 18.17 ± 0.01 18.08 ± 0.01 18.01 ± 0.01 17.87 ± 0.01 17.71 ± 0.02
0.43 1.2 18.43 ± 0.01 18.23 ± 0.01 18.16 ± 0.01 18.07 ± 0.02 17.92 ± 0.01 17.82 ± 0.01
0.45 1.2 18.46 ± 0.01 18.28 ± 0.01 18.20 ± 0.01 18.14 ± 0.02 17.99 ± 0.01 17.83 ± 0.01
0.48 1.2 18.52 ± 0.01 18.33 ± 0.01 18.23 ± 0.01 18.15 ± 0.01 17.97 ± 0.01 17.85 ± 0.01
0.50 1.2 18.55 ± 0.01 18.36 ± 0.01 18.30 ± 0.01 18.22 ± 0.01 18.04 ± 0.01 17.92 ± 0.01
1.47 6.6 19.70 ± 0.01 19.51 ± 0.01 19.41 ± 0.02 19.28 ± 0.02 19.11 ± 0.02 18.96 ± 0.03
2.39 15.0 20.26 ± 0.03 19.99 ± 0.01 19.91 ± 0.01 19.79 ± 0.02 19.62 ± 0.02 19.45 ± 0.02
3.41 13.8 20.58 ± 0.01 20.38 ± 0.01 20.28 ± 0.02 20.15 ± 0.03 19.95 ± 0.03 19.80 ± 0.04
4.39 16.8 20.87 ± 0.01 20.66 ± 0.01 20.56 ± 0.02 20.44 ± 0.03 20.32 ± 0.04 20.00 ± 0.04
5.38 8.4 21.11 ± 0.02 20.89 ± 0.02 20.81 ± 0.04 20.59 ± 0.04 20.39 ± 0.05 20.12 ± 0.06
6.39 8.4 21.27 ± 0.02 21.06 ± 0.02 20.95 ± 0.05 20.72 ± 0.06 20.50 ± 0.07 20.35 ± 0.09
7.38 9.0 21.38 ± 0.02 21.17 ± 0.02 21.08 ± 0.04 20.96 ± 0.05 20.73 ± 0.06 20.50 ± 0.07
8.37 8.4 21.52 ± 0.04 21.39 ± 0.04 21.43 ± 0.11 20.95 ± 0.08 20.75 ± 0.12 20.41 ± 0.11
9.37 8.4 21.54 ± 0.02 21.37 ± 0.02 21.22 ± 0.05 21.10 ± 0.06 20.89 ± 0.08 20.55 ± 0.08
10.36 6.0 21.61 ± 0.03 21.47 ± 0.03 21.42 ± 0.07 21.23 ± 0.09 20.83 ± 0.09 20.64 ± 0.11
11.35 8.4 21.71 ± 0.02 21.50 ± 0.02 21.31 ± 0.05 21.15 ± 0.07 20.92 ± 0.08 20.91 ± 0.12
12.35 7.8 21.78 ± 0.03 21.57 ± 0.03 21.48 ± 0.07 21.35 ± 0.10 21.38 ± 0.16 20.91 ± 0.15
13.36 8.4 21.93 ± 0.03 21.69 ± 0.02 21.60 ± 0.06 21.49 ± 0.08 21.16 ± 0.08 21.02 ± 0.10
14.41 14.4 22.01 ± 0.03 21.83 ± 0.02 21.81 ± 0.07 21.63 ± 0.08 21.40 ± 0.11 21.10 ± 0.12
15.36 8.4 22.24 ± 0.05 22.00 ± 0.04 21.76 ± 0.09 21.92 ± 0.14 21.85 ± 0.18 21.11 ± 0.14
16.34 8.4 22.33 ± 0.05 22.12 ± 0.04 21.83 ± 0.09 21.78 ± 0.14 21.39 ± 0.14 21.33 ± 0.19
19.32 8.4 22.58 ± 0.07 22.34 ± 0.07 22.18 ± 0.15 22.51 ± 0.36 21.50 ± 0.22 21.04 ± 0.23
20.32 7.8 22.82 ± 0.11 22.51 ± 0.09 22.41 ± 0.18 22.14 ± 0.18 22.03 ± 0.23 21.77 ± 0.24
21.39 16.8 22.61 ± 0.13 22.54 ± 0.14 > 22.54 > 22.23 > 21.80 21.05 ± 0.28
22.32 8.4 22.81 ± 0.12 22.56 ± 0.11 22.61 ± 0.22 22.39 ± 0.24 22.34 ± 0.31 22.05 ± 0.34
23.38 15.6 22.84 ± 0.11 22.91 ± 0.13 22.48 ± 0.11 - 21.87 ± 0.10 -
24.38 16.2 22.90 ± 0.16 22.87 ± 0.17 23.14 ± 0.27 - 21.98 ± 0.12 -
25.39 18.0 22.85 ± 0.13 22.70 ± 0.13 22.66 ± 0.15 - 22.43 ± 0.18 -
26.37 16.2 23.03 ± 0.11 22.91 ± 0.11 22.86 ± 0.15 - 22.43 ± 0.17 -
39.39 8.4 24.10 ± 0.23 23.75 ± 0.19 - - - -
40.39 7.2 23.71 ± 0.17 23.75 ± 0.20 - - - -
41.39 7.2 23.98 ± 0.22 23.60 ± 0.17 - - - -
41.89 5.4 - - 23.57 ± 0.32 > 23.32 > 22.89 > 22.49
43.31 12.0 > 24.33 23.64 ± 0.21 - - - -
44.36 70.8 24.01 ± 0.22 23.72 ± 0.18 - - - -
52.92 190.2 > 23.54 - - - - -
53.92 307.8 - 24.08 ± 0.27 23.86 ± 0.33 - > 23.36 -
Magnitudes are in AB system and are not corrected for galactic extinction.
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The following derivation is for the emissivity of a GRB jet over time; the formulae
below were used to model the afterglow emission of GRB 160625B, as plotted in
Figure 27. The flux from a source with emissivity jν(t,Ω) is:
fν(t) = 2piDΓ
−2
∫
ϕ2dϕ
∫
j′ν(t
′,Ω′)dµ
(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2 (B.1)
where D is the distance from the source to the observer and ϕ is the angle to the jet
edge as viewed by the observer.
We assume a spherical blast wave and a thin emitting shell with zero emissivity
beyond the jet angle θjet/2 and that the jet is viewed perfectly on axis. With these
condition, the jet emissivity, j, is
j = A0t
′−αν ′−bδ(r − βct)H(θjet/2− θ) (B.2)
Here, α is the power-law temporal index and b is the power-law spectral index. The
rest-frame time, t′, and the lab-frame time, t, are related by t′ = t+ rµ/c, and r is the
radius of the blast wave. The function H is the Heaviside function. The δ function is
for a thin emitting shell. The Heaviside function states that flux is only originating
inside the jet.
By making some substitutions, we can make the delta function apply to the
parameter ϕ. First we replace t′ with t.
δ(r − βct′) = δ(r(1− βµ)− βct)
= δ(r − βc(t+ µr/c))
= δ(r − βct+ βµr)
= δ(r(1− βµ)− βct)
(B.3)
Then we make use of the geometry of the system to inject ϕ using the following
relationship; Dϕ = r sin(θ). So,
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δ(r − βct′) = δ(r(1− βµ)− βct)
= δ
(
ϕ
(
D(1− βµ)
sin(θ)
)
− βct
)
= δ
(
D(1− βµ)
sin(θ)
(
ϕ− sin(θ)βct
D(1− βµ
))
=
sin(θ)
D(1− βµ)δ
(
ϕ− sin(θ)βct
D(1− βµ)
)
(B.4)
We could pull that factor out of the δ by factoring it out of both terms.
Now, we integrate Equation B.1 over ϕ:
fν(t) =
2piD
Γ2
∫
ϕ2dϕ
∫
A0t
′−αν′−b
δ(r − βct)H(θj/2− θ)dµ
(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2
=
2piD
Γ2
∫
ϕ2dϕ
∫
A0t
′−αν′−b
sin(θ)
D(1− βµ)δ
(
ϕ− sin(θ)βct
D(1− βµ)
)
H(θj/2− θ)dµ
(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2
=
2pi
Γ2
∫
dµ
sin2(θ)β2t2c2
D2(1− βµ)2
sin(θ)
(1− βµ)A0t
′−αν′−b
H(θj/2− θ)
(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2
= 2pi
(
βct
DΓ
)2
A0
∫
dµ
sin3(θ)H(θj/2− θ)
(1− βµ)3(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2 t
′−αν′−b
(B.5)
The sin3(θ) and (1− µ2)3/2 terms cancel out using µ = cos(θ) and 1− cos2(θ) =
sin2(θ).
Now we get ready to integrate over µ.
fν(t) = 2pi
(
βct
DΓ
)2
A0
∫
dµt′−αν ′−bH(θjet/2− θ)
(1− βµ)5 (B.6)
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We have ν ′ = νΓ(1− βµ) and t′ = t/(1− βµ), so the integral goes to
fν(t) = 2pi
(
βct
DΓ
)2
A0
∫
dµt−αν−bΓ−b(1− βµ)−bH(θjet/2− θ)
(1− βµ)−α(1− βµ)5
= 2pi(βct/D)2Γ−2−bA0t−αν−b
∫ µmin
1
dµH(θjet/2− θ)(1− βµ)α−b−5
= 2pi(βct/D)2Γ−2−bA0t−αν−b
−1
(4− α + b)(1− βµ)4−α+bβ
∣∣∣µmin
1
= 2piβ(ct/D)2Γ−2−bA0t−αν−b
−1
β(4− α + b)
(
(1− βµmin)α−b−4 − (1− β)α−b−4
)
= 2piβ(ct/D)2Γ−2−bA0t−αν−b
1
β(4− α + b)
(
(1− β)α−b−4 − (1− βµmin)α−b−4
)
= 2piβ(ct/D)2Γ−2−bA0t−αν−b
(1− β)α−b−4
β(4− α + b)
(
1−
[
(1− βµmin
(1− β)
]
)α−b−4
)
= 2piβ(ct/D)2Γ−2−bA0t−αν−b
(1− β)α−b−4
β(4− α + b)
(
1−
[
(1− β)
(1− βµmin
]4+b−α)
= 2piβ
(
c
D
)2
t2−αν−b
Γ2+b
(1− β)α−4−b
(4− α + b)
(
1−
[
(1− β)
(1− βµmin)
]4−α+b)
(B.7)
with µmin = cos(θjet/2).
The term in the square brackets goes to zero at early time, and the pre-factor is
the flux due to a spherical, non-jetted blast wave, fν, sphere. We can ignore the lone β
in the pre-factor in the ultra-relativistic limit (β ≈ 1).
Defining, F = fν/fν, sphere, we have:
F = 1− [(1− β)/(1− βµmin)]4−α+b ≈ 1− (1 + (Γθjet/2)2)−n (B.8)
where we have taken the small angle limit. This simplification is non-trivial and is
shown below:
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1− [(1− β)/(1− βµmin)] = 1− βµ
1− βµ −
1− β
1− βµ
=
1− βµ− 1 + β
1− βµ
=
β − βµ
1− βµ
=
β − β cos(θ)
1− β cos(θ)
≈ β − β(1− θ
2/2)
1− β(1− θ2/2
≈ β − β + βθ
2/2
1− β + βθ2/2
≈ βθ
2/2
1− β + βθ2/2
≈ 2
2
βθ2/2
1− β + βθ2/2
≈ βθ
2
2(1− β) + βθ2
≈ 1/(βθ
2)
1/(βθ2)
βθ2
2(1− β) + βθ2
≈ 1
2(1− β)/(βθ2) + 1
≈
[
1 +
2(1− β)
βθ2
]−1
(B.9)
Using the fact that β ≈ 1, then 2(1− β) ≈ (1− β)(1 + β); we can also ignore the
lone β term in the denominator. Plugging that in, we get
1− [(1− β)/(1− βµmin)] ≈
[
1 +
2(1− β)
βθ2
]−1
≈
[
1 +
(1 + β)(1− β)
θ2
]−1
≈
[
1 +
1− β2
θ2
]−1 (B.10)
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Now we replace 1 − β2 with Γ2 using the definition of Γ = 1/√1− β2, and use
the ultra-relativistic limit (β ≈ 1) to ignore any lone β terms.
1− [(1− β)/(1− βµmin)] ≈
[
1 +
1− β2
βθ2
]−1
≈
[
1 +
1
Γ2θ2
]−1 (B.11)
If we raise all of this to the power n, we arrive at the Equation B.8.
So the final result for the flux is
fν = 2piβ
(
c
D
)2
t2−αν−b
Γ2+b
(1− β)n
n
(
1− (1 + (Γθjet/2)2)−n
)
(B.12)
where n = 4− α + b. We call the pre-factor, Z = 2piβ
(
c
D
)2
t2−αν−b
Γ2+b
(1−β)n
n
. This gives
us the correct early and late-time behavior; it does not however explain the bump.
To do that we modify our jet emissivity in Equation B.2 by adding an instantaneous
emission at a time t′0 resulting in
j = A0t
′−αν ′−bδ(r − βct)(H(θjet/2− θ) + je(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)t′0) (B.13)
Now our flux will have an extra component after time t′0 The first part of the new
jet emissivity j gives us the answer we derived showed in Equation B.12. Now lets
treat the second part of the j separately and call its flux fe(t).
fe(t) =
2piD
Γ2
∫
ϕ2dϕ
∫
A0t
′−αν ′−b
δ(r − βct)je(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)t′0dµ
(1− βµ)2(1− µ2)3/2 (B.14)
Following the same procedure as Equations 3-5, we arrive at
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b
∫
dµ(1− βµ)α−5−bje(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)t′0 (B.15)
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Now we recast the δ into a function of θ, starting with the following relationships:
t′ = t/(1− βµ) and t′0 = t0/(1− β).
δ(t′ − t′0) = δ
(
t
1− βµ −
t0
1− β
)
= δ
(
t
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2) −
t0
1− β
)
= δ
(
t− t0 − t0Γ2θ2
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
= δ
(
1/(t0Γ
2)
1/(t0Γ2)
t− t0 − t0Γ2θ2
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
= δ
(
(t− t0)/(t0Γ2)− θ2
(1/(t0Γ2))(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
=
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
t0Γ2
δ
(
t− t0
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
=
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
t0Γ2
δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
(B.16)
We plug this δ-function into Equation B.15, then do some substitutions to make
the integral easier.
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b
∫
dµ(1− βµ)α−5−bje(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)t′0
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b
∫
d cos(θ)(1− βµ)α−5−bje(θ) (1− β)(1 + (Γθ)
2)
t0Γ2
δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
t′0
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b
∫
sin(θ)dθ(1− βµ)α−5−bje(θ) (1− β)(1 + (Γθ)
2)
t0Γ2
δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
t0
1− β
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b
∫
θdθ((1− β)(1 + Γ2θ2))α−5−bje(θ) (1 + (Γθ)
2)
Γ2
δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−5−b
∫
d(θ2)
2
(1 + Γ2θ2)α−5−bje(θ)
(1 + (Γθ)2)
Γ2
δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−5−b 1
2Γ2
∫
d(θ2)(1 + Γ2θ2)α−4−bje(θ)δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−5−b 2(1− β)
2
∫
d(θ2)(1 + Γ2θ2)α−4−bje(θ)δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−4−b
∫
d(θ2)(1 + Γ2θ2)α−4−bje(θ)δ
(
θ2 − t− t0
t0Γ2
)
(B.17)
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Now we do the integral where the δ-function sets θ2 = t−t0
t0Γ2
and θ = Γ−1
√
t−t0
t0
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−4−b
(
1 + Γ2
(
t− t0
t0Γ2
))α−4−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−4−b
(
1 +
t− t0
t0
)α−4−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−4−b
(
1 +
t
t0
)α−4−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−4−b
(
t
t0
)α−4−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
(B.18)
Taking the ultra-relativistic limit (β ≈ 1) to ignore any lone β terms leaves
fe(t) = 2pi
(
c
D
)2
t2−αν−bΓ−2−b(1− β)α−4−b
(
t
t0
)α−4−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
(B.19)
Comparing the pre-factor, Z, in Equation B.12 and Equation B.19 we see that
fe(t) = nZ
(
t
t0
)−n
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
(B.20)
where n = 4− α + b; fe and fν have almost the same pre-factor.
Finally recombining fν and fe we get an extra term in F when t ≥ t0;
F = 1− (1 + (Γθjet/2)2)−n + n
(
t
t0
)−n
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
)
(B.21)
The function F is constant (F=1) at early time and then falls like (Γθjet)2 ∼ t−3/4
at late time. The index n ≈ 4 affects the sharpness of the break (sharper for larger
n). The pre-factor behaves like t2−αΓ6−2α+bν−b ≈ t−1/4−α/4−3b/8ν−b because Γ ∼ t−3/8.
We can see that in the following:
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t2t−αΓ6−2α+b = t2t−α(Γ6−2α+b)−3/8
= t2t−αt−9/4+3α/4−3b/8
= t−1/4−α/4−3b/8
(B.22)
Since the flux decays as t−αν−b, α = 1/4 +α/4 + 3b/8 and n = 5− 4α+ 5b/2. The
indices above and below the cooling break are constrained by closure relations and, in
terms of the electron power law index p, n = 11/2−p/2 and n = 7(1−p/4) below and
above the cooling break, respectively. Hence, for p=2, we expect a slightly sharper
break below the cooling break (n = 4.5) than above the cooling break (n = 3.5).
fν(t) = 2pi
(
βct
DΓ
)2
A0
∫
dµt′−αν ′−bH(θjet/2− θ)
(1− βµ)5 (B.23)
Replace H(θ/2− θ) with je(θ) and t′−α with δ(t′ − t′0). We have ν ′ = νΓ(1− βµ),
so the integral goes to
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βct
DΓ
)2
A0
∫
dµν−bΓ−b(1− βµ)−bje(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)
(1− βµ)5
= 2pi
(
βct
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−bA0
∫
dµ(1− βµ)−b−5je(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)
= 2pi
(
βct
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−5−bA0
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−5−bje(θ)δ(t′ − t′0)
(B.24)
In the last step of the previous equation, we have replaced (1− βµ) = (1− β)(1 +
(Γθ)2), which has been previously shown.
Next we will rework the δ such that it contains θ. We will use the following
substitutions: t′ = t/(1− βµ) and t′0 = t0/(1− β).
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δ(t′ − t′0) = δ
(
t
1− βµ −
t0
1− β
)
= δ
(
t
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2) −
t0
1− β
)
= δ
(
t− t0(1 + Γ2θ2)
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
= δ
(
t− t0 + t0Γ2θ2
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
= δ
(
1/(t0Γ
2)
1/(t0Γ2)
t− t0 + t0Γ2θ2
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
= δ
(
(t− 1)/(t0Γ2)− θ2
(1/(t0Γ2))(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
)
=
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
t0Γ2
δ
(
t− 1
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
(B.25)
Now we will substitute this delta function in for the previous one.
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βct
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−5−bA0
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−5−bje(θ)
(1− β)(1 + (Γθ)2)
t0Γ2
δ
(
t− 1
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
(B.26)
Doing some simplifying:
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βct
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−3−b 2
t0β
A0
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−4−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
(B.27)
fe(t) = 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−3−b 2
t0β
A0t
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−4−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−3−b 2
t0β
A0t
2
0(1 + (Γθ)
2)
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−4−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
= 2pi
(
βc
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−3−b 2
t0β
t20A0
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)(1 + (Γθ)2)−4−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
= 4piβ
(
c
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−3−bt0A0
∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−2−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
(B.28)
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Now treating the integral separately. The δ makes all the θ2 = Γ−2
(
t−t0
t
)
and
θ = Γ−1
√
t−t0
t
. ∫
dµ(1 + (Γθ)2)−2−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
=
∫
dθ sin(θ)(1 + (Γθ)2)−2−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
=
∫
dθθ(1 + (Γθ)2)−2−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
=
∫
d(θ2)
2
(1 + (Γθ)2)−2−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
=
∫
d(θ2)
2
(1 + (Γθ)2)−2−bje(θ)δ
(
(t− t0)
t0Γ2
− θ2
)
=
1
2
(
1 + Γ2Γ−2
(
t− t0
t
))−2−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t
)
=
1
2
(
1 +
(
t− t0
t
))−2−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t
)
=
1
2
(
1 +
t
t0
− 1
)−2−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t
)
=
1
2
(
t
t0
)−2−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t
)
(B.29)
Now we plug that answer in for the integral. And do a little more simplifying
fe(t) = 4piβ
(
c
D
)2
Γ−2−bν−b(1− β)−3−bt0A0 1
2
(
t
t0
)−2−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t
)
fe(t) = 2piβ
(
c
D
)2
Γ−3−bν−b(1− β)−3−bt0A0
(
t
t0
)−2−b
je
(
Γ−1
√
t− t0
t0
) (B.30)
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Table 5. Data for RATIR GRB follow-ups.
Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
aa ri aa ZY JH aa Start aa Stop
GRB121209A 1.0 1.0 3.72 - >21.7 >22.1 >20.5 >20.0 >19.8 >19.5
GRB121211A 1.8 0.67 21.8 24.1 22.9±0.2 23.2±0.2 22.1±0.4 >21.3 >21.9 >21.1
GRB130122A 0.75 0.75 7.6 12.7 >20.7 21.1±0.2 >20.3 >20.2 >18.2 -
GRB130131A 2.83 1.07 16.0 20.0 >23.8 >23.3 >22.2 >21.8 >21.9 >21.5
GRB130131B 1.96 0.73 14.86 17.70 >23.8 >23.1 >22.1 >21.7 >21.8 >21.4
GRB130215A* 0.42 0.32 1.58 2.88 17.86±0.05 17.10±0.04 - 16.86±0.04 16.67±0.04 -
GRB130305A 0.31 - 15.11 15.50 >23.4 >23.1 - - - -
GRB130310A† - - 31.44 35.28 23.6±0.1 23.6±0.2 &22 &22 &22 &22
GRB130313A 3.5 1.5 14.96 20.25 >23.6 >23.3 >22.3 >22.0 >21.8 >21.3
GRB130327A* 0.82 0.35 1.16 2.17 21.22±0.10 21.17±0.09 20.09±0.14 19.98±0.17 19.98±0.23 >20.08
GRB130418A* 1.07 0.45 8.24 9.54 18.87±0.02 18.77±0.02 18.30±0.02 18.07±0.02 18.06±0.02 17.53±0.02
GRB130420A* 0.36 0.14 2.48 3.38 19.81±0.02 19.41±0.02 19.37±0.06 18.89±0.07 19.16±0.07 18.87±0.11
GRB130420B 1.32 0.55 14.54 18.10 >23.19 22.99 21.87 21.39 21.20 20.53
GRB130427A* 1.07 0.45 0.25 1.67 - 14.46±0.01 14.13±0.03 14.02±0.03 14.05±0.02 13.77±0.03
GRB130427B 0.71 0.29 21.26 22.19 >22.08 >22.06 >21.28 >20.77 >20.57 >19.84
GRB130502A 0.71 0.30 9.48 10.34 >22.82 >22.66 >21.65 >21.45 >21.16 >20.99
GRB130505A 0.36 0.14 42.84 44.87 21.20±0.27 20.98±0.23 >21.17 >19.15 >18.38 >17.15
GRB130508A 1.42 0.60 15.45 17.54 >23.81 >23.53 >21.95 >21.66 >21.00 >20.42
GRB130513A 0.18 0.07 19.97 20.30 >22.64 >22.65 >21.34 >20.65 >20.26 >19.71
GRB130514A 2.49 1.04 0.08 3.90 >23.51 >23.39 >22.07 >21.62 >21.43 >21.13
GRB130514B 0.20 0.08 14.12 14.55 >22.49 >21.95 >20.53 >20.54 >19.66 >19.72
continued on next page
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB130518A* 0.64 0.27 20.54 21.49 19.38±0.02 19.10±0.02 18.83±0.04 18.65±0.04 18.28±0.07 18.47±0.11
GRB130527A 1.97 0.73 18.13 20.91 >21.9 >22.3 >20.7 >20.6 >20.6 >20.3
GRB130603B 1.93 0.81 12.0 14.78 20.78±0.03 20.52±0.03 20.20±0.05 19.94±0.05 19.97±0.06 19.55±0.06
GRB130606A* 0.36 0.15 7.38 7.79 >23.02 21.16±0.06 18.79±0.03 18.40±0.03 18.31±0.03 17.92±0.03
GRB130606B 0.36 0.30 15.97 18.08 >23.59 >23.61 - >21.52 - >20.73
GRB130608A 0.20 0.08 11.70 12.00 >21.90 >22.27 >21.21 >20.64 >20.12 >19.80
GRB130609A 1.24 0.60 0.56 2.52 >23.34 >23.27 >22.39 >21.91 >21.72 >21.06
GRB130612A 0.71 - 0.41 1.31 21.23±0.07 21.05±0.06 - - - -
GRB130626A† 0.02 - 0.06 - 18.69±0.07 17.40±0.05 - - - -
GRB130702A* 1.42 0.60 51.79 53.82 19.22±0.01 19.06±0.02 18.85±0.03 18.70±0.03 18.72±0.03 18.56±0.03
GRB130722A 2.33 - 21.24 25.00 >19.58±0.02 - - - - -
GRB130803A 1.53 0.63 17.51 19.98 >23.29 >23.34 >22.27 >21.70 >20.90 >20.24
GRB130831A* 5.16 2.09 14.65 22.73 20.64±0.03 20.38±0.03 20.20±0.07 19.69±0.07 19.87±0.09 19.88±0.14
GRB130907A* 0.36 0.15 5.57 6.03 20.01±0.03 19.30±0.02 18.78±0.05 18.48±0.06 18.13±0.06 17.63±0.05
GRB130912A 5.33 2.24 22.58 27.11 >23.89 >23.79 >22.86 >22.38 >22.30 >21.78
GRB130925A* 0.36 0.15 2.30 7.81 22.26±0.11 21.75±0.10 20.25±0.06 20.77±0.14 19.98±0.07 19.85±0.12
GRB131004A 2.17 0.94 5.12 9.44 >23.91 >23.33 >22.56 >21.86 >21.81 >21.26
GRB131014A*† 1.19 1.09 27.45 31.41 23.42±0.21 22.76±0.17 23.1±0.4 21.20±0.27 21.9±0.6 21.8±0.7
GRB131018A 2.58 1.09 19.36 23.83 >23.30 >23.18 >22.43 >22.05 >21.70 >21.27
GRB131018B* 2.8 1.3 33.94 38.36 - - >22.6 - >21.6 -
GRB131024B 1.78 0.74 12.28 14.87 >23.68 >23.35 >22.44 >22.01 >21.75 >21.49
GRB131030A* 4.26 1.69 4.91 11.97 19.14±0.01 18.92±0.01 18.76±0.02 18.61±0.02 18.62±0.02 18.40±0.02
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB131031A* 4.47 1.81 17.44 23.99 22.38±0.07 22.34±0.09 21.89±0.14 >21.81 >21.36 >20.69
GRB131108A* 2.11 0.76 13.06 16.11 19.91±0.02 19.70±0.02 19.57±0.04 19.23±0.05 19.34±0.07 19.09±0.08
GRB131127A* 2.49 1.04 16.42 19.94 >24.19 >23.53 >22.78 >22.16 >22.04 >21.48
GRB131202A 1.04 0.44 10.81 12.32 >22.99 >22.56 >21.50 >20.68 >20.43 >20.05
GRB140114A* 0.98 0.43 0.16 1.51 21.92±0.10 21.21±0.07 21.14±0.12 20.75±0.15 20.56±0.12 20.28±0.15
GRB140118A 0.13 0.07 0.66 0.89 >19.93 >19.37 >19.06 >18.99 >18.32 -
GRB140129A* 0.21 0.21 0 0.21 18.05±0.01 17.85±0.02 17.72±0.03 17.82±0.04 17.65±0.05 17.68±0.07
GRB140215A* 0.36 0.15 0.65 1.13 17.45±0.01 17.08±0.01 16.82±0.01 16.55±0.02 16.34±0.01 16.05±0.01
GRB140226A*
iPTF14yb
3.91 1.64 20.53 26.68 22.28±0.09 22.02±0.09 21.98±0.24 22.12±0.35 21.88±0.35 >21.59
GRB140304A*
0.26(r)
0.53(i)
0.3 13.50 14.40 21.78±0.13 20.66±0.06 19.45±0.05 19.19±0.06 19.11±0.07 18.71±0.08
GRB140311A 2.10 0.89 8.75 11.51 22.33±0.13 21.56±0.08 20.58±0.08 20.09±0.08 - -
GRB140311B 2.84 1.19 11.52 15.25 >23.99 >23.82 >22.85 >22.26 - -
GRB140318A* 0.99 0.60 3.36 7.40 21.88±0.33 21.37±0.18 20.67±0.20 20.76±0.29 20.60±0.21 20.29±0.19
GRB140320A 1.40 0.56 31.77 33.94 >22.70 >22.38 >21.23 >21.27 >20.81 >20.24
GRB140331A* 1.04 0.44 0.35 1.87 22.02±0.11 20.79±0.04 20.14±0.06 19.81±0.07 19.75±0.08 19.76±0.12
GRB140408A 1.42 - 20.52 22.37 >22.84 22.53 - - - -
GRB140419A* 0.36 0.15 0.15 0.67 16.22±0.01 15.81±0.01 15.66±0.01 15.46±0.02 15.31±0.01 15.26±0.02
GRB140423A* 2.56 1.07 22.48 27.13 21.90±0.08 21.79±0.07 21.65±0.19 21.39±0.17 20.98±0.20 21.33±0.26
GRB140508A* 4.27 1.79 25.61 32.04 19.65±0.02 19.52±0.02 19.36±0.03 19.20±0.03 19.18±0.03 18.98±0.03
GRB140516A 2.13 0.89 11.41 14.56 >23.57 >23.39 >21.70 >21.52 >22.00 >21.48
GRB140518A* 1.75 0.71 0.60 1.75 20.50±0.04 19.00±0.02 18.59±0.03 18.19±0.03 18.13±0.02 17.80±0.02
GRB140610A 0.16 0.07 12.06 12.26 >20.22 >19.15 >16.99 >17.40 >16.68 >17.62
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB140614B 0.71 0.30 0.11 4.62 >22.70 >22.53 >21.64 >21.08 >21.04 >20.51
GRB140622A 1.20 0.51 0.02 1.70 >23.64 >23.49 >19.41 >18.73 - -
GRB140703A 0.71 0.29 9.74 10.68 20.32±0.03 19.72±0.03 18.53±0.05 18.31±0.05 19.60±0.17 18.98±0.09
GRB140709A* 4.98 2.09 2.76 9.93 24.28±0.45 23.05±0.16 >22.92 >22.40 >22.30 >21.94
GRB140710A 0.71 0.31 0.06 1.12 21.36±0.08 21.20±0.07 20.77±0.14 20.42±0.16 20.31±0.14 19.75±0.13
GRB141004A* 1.07 - 7.82 9.15 22.35±0.13 22.11±0.12 - - - -
GRB141005A 1.07 - 0.05 1.34
GRB141015A 2.44 - 0.05 3.59 >23.07 >22.48 - - - -
GRB141026A* 2.49 2.49 0.54 3.58 21.74±0.07 21.54±0.06 >20.5 - - -
GRB141028A* 1.07 1.07 13.62 14.82 20.09±0.02 19.85±0.02 19.50±0.10 - - -
GRB141031B 0.36 0.36 11.34 11.75 >22.98 >22.81 >19.91 - - -
GRB141121A* 3.78 3.78 4.00 8.84 19.62±0.02 19.45±0.02 19.76±0.12 - - -
GRB150120B 3.91 3.91 18.73 23.64 23.4±0.2 22.6±0.1 >20.72 - - -
GRB150203A 1.28 1.28 0.50 2.14 >23.1 >23.3 >20.1 - - -
GRB150211A 1.07 1.07 0.05 1.29 >23.34 >23.71 >20.21 - - -
GRB150212A 0.89 0.89 1.29 2.31 >23.1 >23.3 >19.6 - - -
GRB150213B 2.58 2.58 11.27 14.27 22.4±0.6 22.1±0.1 >20.50 - - -
GRB150317A 3.0 3.0 0.05 5.9 20.5±0.1 21.5±0.1 >20.8 - - -
GRB150323A 0.71 - 0.16 0.98 21.16±0.11 20.39±0.05 >19.30 - - -
GRB150323C 2.49 2.49 10.20 13.42 23.00±0.15 22.63±0.11 >20.60 - - -
GRB150402A 3.16 - 26.39 34.29 >22.75 >22.68 - - - -
GRB150423A* 1.42 1.42 3.30 5.01 23.77±0.23 23.62±0.26 >20.33 - - -
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB150424A 2.4 2.4 19.54 23.05 21.92±0.11 21.65±0.09 >20.17 - - -
GRB150428A 2.49 2.49 1.80 4.88 >23.94 >23.90 >19.56 - - -
GRB150518A* 1.78 1.78 29.94 32.08 21.26±0.04 21.04±0.04 >20.08 - - -
GRB150527A*† 0.58 0.58 0.22 0.91 21.17±0.10 20.83±0.14 >19.50 - - -
GRB150530A 2.49 2.49 20.08 23.21 >24.42 >24.18 >20.44 - - -
GRB150710A 0.71 0.71 3.47 4.31 >23.4 >23.2 >19.4 - - -
GRB150716A† 2.21 - 0.06 3.61 20.34±0.02 19.23±0.02 - - - -
GRB150724B* 2.39 - 36.02 40.86 23.24±0.34 22.39±0.15 - - - -
GRB150727A* 1.07 1.07 8.65 9.95 21.13±0.19 21.40±0.13 >19.57 - - -
GRB150728A*† 5.29 5.29 15.73 22.75 21.37±0.04 20.89±0.04 19.54±0.13 - - -
GRB150811A* 0.36 0.36 0.04 0.47 17.51±0.01 17.22±0.01 16.76±0.04 - - -
GRB150817A* 2.13 2.13 1.29 3.93 22.06±0.09 21.49±0.07 >20.33 - - -
GRB150819A 2.80 - 7.08 10.60 >23.60 >23.91 - - - -
GRB150910A*† 0.99 0.99 66.44 69.21 22.44±0.13 22.31±0.11 >20.29 - - -
GRB151022A 0.36 0.36 13.77 14.17 >23.11 >23.04 >19.84 - - -
GRB151023A 1.07 1.07 12.35 13.66 20.27±0.04 19.10±0.02 18.29±0.09 - - -
LIGO/Virgo
G194575*
Observed 26 galaxies in LIGO/Virgo 1-σ confidence interval with 0.13 hours of exposure per field
no detections reported, reaching typical depths of r and i = 21 mag, and z = 17 mag (10-sigma)
GRB151027B* 3.51 3.51 7.46 13.55 20.83±0.05 20.18±0.04 19.49±0.21 - - -
GRB160117B* 2.76 2.76 38.57 42.63 22.30±0.11 21.96±0.08 >19.97 - - -
GRB160119A 3.20 3.20 5.61 9.76 23.78±0.28 23.26±0.17 >20.78 - - -
GRB160121A* 2.92 2.92 13.28 17.14 21.73±0.13 21.10±0.08 >19.80 - - -
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB160127A* 2.68 2.68 0.73 4.43 20.64±0.03 220.66±0.03 20.14±0.32 - - -
GRB160131A* 0.18 0.18 0.07 0.50 13.35±0.04 13.01±0.02 12.67±0.04 - - -
GRB160203A* 3.27 3.27 30.42 34.94 23.35±0.21 22.90±0.13 >20.55 - - -
GRB160223A* 5.04 2.26 3.65 11.79 18.13±0.01 17.43±0.01 17.37±0.01 17.20±0.01 17.08±0.01 16.81±0.01
GRB160225A* 6.38 2.68 12.72 21.97 23.84±0.18 23.13±0.11 22.71±0.18 22.40±0.22 ±22.44±0.26 22.04±0.26
GRB160228A 4.27 1.79 9.23 15.50 >24.46 >24.39 >23.21 >22.76 >22.43 >22.10
GRB160303A* 1.02 0.44 0.03 1.50 22.95±0.31 22.65±0.23 >21.98 21.83±0.36 >21.30 >21.01
GRB160310A 1.78 0.75 27.46 31.25 22.48±0.09 21.82±0.05 - - 20.62±0.10 20.03±0.08
GRB160313A 1.42 0.52 0.63 2.67 >23.49 >23.21 >22.08 >21.48 >20.11 >20.60
GRB160314A* 3.56 1.49 15.59 21.16 22.83±0.10 22.37±0.06 22.27±0.15 22.40±0.21 21.93±0.19 >22.38
GRB160321A 2.47 0.82 11.32 15.08 >23.84 22.32±0.11 22.49±0.34 >22.19 >21.53 >21.27
GRB160327A* 0.36 0.15 0.06 0.58 21.78±0.13 19.68±0.02 18.55±0.02 17.75±0.01 17.56±0.01 16.74±0.01
GRB160501A 1.73 0.66 7.23 10.70 >22.94 >22.76 >21.69 >21.22 >20.81 >19.90
GRB160504A 2.49 1.04 19.64 23.11 >23.70 23.62±0.36 >22.38 >22.08 >21.73 >21.35
GRB160623A 0.56 0.23 29.48 30.31 21.12±0.05 19.77±0.02 18.73±0.02 18.41±0.02 17.46±0.01 16.93±0.01
GRB160625B* 0.36 0.15 8.53 9.02 18.28±0.01 18.08±0.01 17.95±0.01 17.78±0.01 17.77±0.02 17.65±0.02
GRB160705B 0.66 0.30 7.04 8.05 22.89±0.15 22.12±0.09 22.34±0.33 21.73±0.32 >21.54 20.98±0.34
GRB160712A 3.56 1.45 9.05 14.30 22.77±0.08 21.55±0.03 20.93±0.05 20.44±0.05 20.27±0.06 20.15±0.08
GRB160804A 1.78 0.75 26.33 29.04 21.29±0.02 20.90±0.02 21.12±0.19 21.04±0.29 20.52±0.23 >20.51
GRB160816A* 0.71 0.30 12.8 14.2 21.05±0.05 20.79±0.04 20.61±0.07 20.32±0.08 20.16±0.09 19.95±0.10
GRB160912A 1.76 0.74 11.20 13.52 23.05±0.10 22.73±0.13 22.62±0.31 22.13±0.29 >21.91 >21.72
GRB160917A 3.72 1.63 15.39 21.08 >24.31 >24.28 >23.20 >22.90 >22.57 >22.20
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB161004A 1.73 0.65 13.49 16.23 >23.3 >23.2 >22.4 >21.8 >21.3 >19.4
GRB161011A 0.69 0.27 44.66 45.69 >23.4 >22.7 >21.7 >21.4 >21.0 >20.7
GRB161014A* 2.72 1.22 16.17 20.80 22.89±0.12 22.24±0.10 22.01±0.15 >21.60 22.19±0.15 >20.48
GRB161022A 2.49 1.04 6.23 9.89 >24.24 >24.04 >22.96 >22.50 >22.18 >21.87
GRB161108A 1.03 0.40 7.87 9.34 21.97±0.12 21.36±0.06 20.88±0.11 20.57±0.14 20.05±0.27 >18.12
GRB161113A 0.71 0.14 17.94 19.01 >22.41 >22.18 >21.21 >20.72 - >18.83
GRB161202A 3.34 1.45 26.70 32.11 >24.0 >23.9 >23.1 >22.8 >22.4 >22.0
GRB161214B 0.26 0.15 8.60 9.05 18.87±0.01 18.56±0.01 18.34±0.01 18.23±0.03 18.23±0.03 18.05±
GRB170112A 0.76 0.32 1.58 2.95 &19 &19 &19 &19 &19 &19
LIGO/Virgo
G268556
Observed several candidate galaxies in LIGO/Virgo 1-σ confidence interval
GRB not detected; see Table 6 for data.
GRB170202A 3.98 1.68 9.92 19.17 20.68±0.01 20.83±0.02 20.84±0.07 20.50±0.06 - -
GRB170205A 0.61 0.29 0.04 1.25 18.31±0.01 17.90±0.01 18.06±0.01 19.26±0.07 - -
GRB170208B 6.02 2.52 3.98 12.65 >23.56 >23.43 >22.64 >22.55 - -
GRB170214A* 0.40 0.32 10.58 11.99 21.06±0.11 20.89±0.13 20.54±0.18 20.34±0.32 - -
GRB170317A* 2.84 1.19 17.37 21.38 22.85±0.05 22.86±0.09 22.92±0.30 22.34±0.26 22.41±0.35 >21.95
GRB170318A 0.24 0.11 0.05 0.46 >23.39 >22.82 >21.72 >21.56 >21.12 >20.73
GRB170318B 0.71 0.30 19.76 20.76 >25.64 >24.39 >22.65 >22.43 >21.38 >20.98
GRB170405A 3.84 1.62 10.93 16.85 22.67±0.05 21.83±0.04 21.26±0.07 21.14±0.07 20.75±0.07 20.56±0.08
GRB Swift
Trigger 748858
2.49 1.04 0.04 4.10 >24.41 >23.95 >22.59 >22.44 >22.03 >21.79
GRB170428A 0.90 0.35 24.69 26.25 >22.3 22.1±0.4 >20.9 >20.6 >20.1 >19.9
GRB170519A* 1.41 0.60 0.03 2.44 16.72±0.01 16.50±0.01 16.34±0.01 16.25±0.01 16.15±0.01 15.87±0.01
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB170524A* 1.06 0.36 13.79 15.29 >24.45 >23.25 >21.72 >21.26 >18.16 >17.83
GRB170604A 0.84 0.42 14.19 15.70 20.42±0.06 20.65±0.07 20.45±0.13 20.40±0.30 - -
GRB170705A* 1.42 0.59 1.34 3.41 18.60±0.01 18.30±0.01 18.03±0.01 17.79±0.01 17.79±0.01 17.56±0.01
GRB170711A 0.33 0.14 12.68 13.13 >22.94 >22.86> >21.61 >21.45 >21.08 >20.83
GRB170813A 0.36 0.15 2.48 3.06 >22.46 >22.08 >20.23 >19.82 >19.38 >19.13
GRB170822A 0.69 0.30 25.45 26.38 >23.37 >22.87 >21.99 >21.56 >21.28 >20.82
GRB170921A 5.29 2.22 13.82 21.76 24.45±0.34 24.38±0.34 >23.05 >22.83 >22.47 >22.19
GRB171001A 5.31 2.24 9.63 17.69 >24.15 >23.98 >22.96 >22.77 >22.43 >22.03
GRB171004A 1.07 0.45 2.97 4.45 21.91±0.11 21.32±0.07 21.13±0.15 20.43±0.12 20.45±0.15 19.98±0.13
GRB171007A 0.31 0.14 0.05 0.57 >22.05 >21.94 >21.24 >21.02 >20.65 >20.34
GRB171010A 2.72 1.13 60.79 65.05 19.88±0.02 19.59±0.02 19.25±0.02 19.19±0.02 18.97±0.03 18.80±0.03
GRB171020A* 5.30 2.20 4.60 12.98 22.91±0.12 22.76±0.11 >21.44 21.72±0.35 21.54±0.23 21.69±0.35
GRB171027A* 0.36 0.15 0.04 0.51 >23.17 >23.12 >20.66 >21.09 20.95±0.26 19.12±0.06
GRB171102B 0.98 0.42 11.99 13.55 >22.51 >22.59 >21.14 >21.53 >21.36 >20.97
GRB171115A 1.07 0.38 7.14 8.66 >23.05 >23.19 >21.86 >21.66 >21.13 >20.71
GRB171123A 1.07 0.45 21.06 22.77 >23.60 >23.39 >22.23 >21.69 >21.43 >21.02
GRB171205A 1.44 0.71 2.15 5.36 18.30±0.05 18.13±0.02 18.35±0.05 18.13±0.05 - -
GRB180111A 5.31 2.22 12.35 20.68 20.90±0.10 20.41±0.10 20.61±0.15 20.41±0.15 - -
GRB180224A† 3.91 - 7.24 14.42 22.94±0.13 22.08±0.06 - - - -
GRB180305A* 1.36 - 17.28 19.45 21.95±0.12 21.48±0.08 - - - -
GRB180314B 1.07 - 12.55 13.99 >23.29 >22.90 - - - -
GRB180316A* 2.29 - 4.34 7.49 20.07±0.02 19.87±0.02 - - - -
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Burst Exp. Time [hours] Time After GRB [hours] r i Z Y J H
ri ZY JH Start Stop
GRB180324A 0.66 - 0.04 0.96 >22.08 >22.04 - - - -
GRB180325A 1.47 - 1.02 3.67 19.79±0.02 19.38±0.01 - - - -
GRB180329B 0.96 - 12.92 14.22 20.29±0.09 20.32±0.10 - - - -
GRB180402A 1.76 - 0.03 2.33 >23.3 >23.3 - - - -
GRB180410A 2.13 - 19.10 21.87 >24.20 >23.90 - - - -
GRB180418A* 2.57 - 0.03 3.64 19.95±0.01 - - - - -
GRB180512A 5.22 - 5.75 12.58 >24.30 >24.23 - - - -
GRB180620A 0.36 - 0.03 0.47 18.01±0.01 17.71±0.01 - - - -
GRB180624A 3.91 - 16.42 21.45 21.03±0.02 20.45±0.01 - - - -
GRB180626A* 0.36 - 1.61 2.06 21.57±0.22 20.91±0.13 - - - -
GRB180705A 1.74 - 12.19 14.82 >23.20 >23.07 - - - -
GRB180806A 0.71 - 12.69 13.71 20.21±0.02 19.92±0.01 - - - -
GRB180809B 1.42 - 8.2 10.6 >23.6 >23.5 - - - -
GRB180823A 0.40 0.29 8.40 9.45 >22.20 >22.05 >20.84 >19.72 >20.45 >19.12
GRB180828A 1.73 0.79 8.29 11.70 - - - - >21.4 20.8±0.3
GRB180904A 2.91 1.33 5.66 10.26 22.61±0.08 22.06±0.05 22.13±0.16 21.64±0.18 21.72±0.21 >21.86
GRB180905A 1.17 0.57 20.07 22.23 >23.26 >23.10 >22.21 >22.06 >21.60 >21.25
GRB180914A 3.00 1.24 18.54 23.57 >24.2 >24.1 >22.7 >22.5 >22.0 >21.6
GRB180914B* 0.36 0.15 32.90 33.43 19.51±0.01 19.20±0.01 18.93±0.03 18.75±0.03 18.60±0.05 18.28±0.04
GRB181003A 1.41 0.58 26.59 29.89 >23.40 >23.15 >22.01 >21.53 >21.19 >20.73
GRB181010A 0.50 0.24 0.07 1.10 20.30±0.20 21.03±0.10 20.67±0.24 20.24±0.21 19.87±0.24 19.16±0.17
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RATIR data for all GRB follow-ups during its operation. The first AB magnitude
detected (and uncertainty) or upper limits (3σ unless otherwise stated) obtained
for each event is provided (* denotes bursts with additional GCN postings and
data, † indicates dubious detections, e.g., a non-fading source in the search region).
Magnitudes are not corrected for galactic extinction.
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APPENDIX D
RATIR FOLLOW-UP OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVE TRIGGERS
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Table 6. RATIR Gravitational Wave Follow-Up for aLIGO/Virgo Trigger G268556
Target Galaxy Exp. Time [hours] r i Z Y
ri ZY
iPTF17ce 0.36 0.07 19.84±0.04 18.92±0.02 18.37±0.02 18.35±0.03
iPTF17ck 0.71 0.15 18.17±0.01 17.59±0.01 17.63±0.01 17.33±0.01
iPTF17dz 0.51 0.22 - 19.09±0.01 19.30±0.03 19.23±0.04
iPTF17ef 1.07 0.22 19.18±0.02 18.92±0.02 18.86±0.03 18.59±0.02
iPTF17ei 1.38 0.29 16.77±0.01 16.37±0.01 16.17±0.01 15.97±0.01
Potential host galaxies for the gravitational wave source aLIGO/Virgo Trigger
G268556 were studied using RATIR. Here listed are the exposure time and
magnitudes for those galaxies; no new sources were detected in these galaxies over the
course of several nights of observation. The magnitudes listed are in AB and are not
corrected for galactic extinction.
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